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ABSTRACT 

This study examined visual pacing of TV news stories and its effect 

on viewers' enjoyment and learning. One hundred and sixteen people from 

two age groups, younger ( 18 - 39) and older ( 50 -74) adults participated. 

Two news stories were altered to obtain 3 rates of presentation 

(time extended, normal, and time-compressed), and participants were 

divided into 6 subgroups ( controlling for order of presentation). Each 

participant viewed two stories, each at a different pace. 

The effect of observing two news stories was assessed using a 

questionnaire after viewing each program. 

This study found that time-compression of TV news stories was not 

subtle, and interfered with learning and enjoyment of the programs. 

Findings were discussed in terms of differences between age groups. 

Limitations, implications and suggestions for future research are also 

presented. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Television news is one of the most compelling ways for people to 

obtain information about their community, country and world (Robinson, 

1971; ABC-TV, 1993; BBM, 1993; Nielson, 1993). Television rating agencies 

indicate that millions of TV viewers watch news broadcasts daily, and TV 

surveys and marketing analyses show that the main target for TV viewers is 

the bulge of the population, the Baby Boomers, the seven million Canadians 

born between 1946 and 1967. 

Demographic studies reveal that an age shift is occurring in the 

television audience in North America; .a major portion of viewers is moving 

into the pre-"young-old" ( 55-65 years) age category ( Neugarten & Dolan, 

1973). This cohort is one of the fastest growing age groups in Canada 

(Wigdor & Foot, 1988); and perhaps more significant is its potential as a 

TV viewing audience; the 50-plus group represents one-third of the 

population ( Statistics Canada, 1987.). If the TV industry wishes to 

maintain its high viewership and to optimize television viewing pleasure, 

it should seek to discover how best to fulfill the needs and abilities of 

its changing audience. One of the age-related changes is the rate of 

visual presentation which may influence the selection of programs and 

enjoyment by older viewers. The purpose of this study was to determine 

the effects of watching news or informational programs varying in rate or 

pace of presentation on viewers of different ages. 

There are several reasons why the presentation of TV news should be 

examined with respect to the aging of the viewing audience. First, the 

changing demographics in Canada indicate a dramatic increase in age or the 

"greying" of the population. The significant aging of the overall 
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population ( Stone & Franken, 1988; Ward, 1984) reveals that Canada's 

population aged 65 and over ( 10.7 per 'cent in 1988) has grown at a rate of 

increase more than twice that of the population as a whole ( Statistics 

Canada, 1987). This steadfast increase of older TV viewers will 

accelerate even more rapidly in the future. A major portion of Canadians 

now form the Baby Boom generation who will start to reach the lifespan 

phase of pre-retirement age in the year 2001 ( Stone & Frenken, 1988). By 

the year 2021, when all the baby boomers are 65 and over, more than 21 per 

cent of Canada's population will be "young old" or older (Wigdor & Foot, 

1988). As this shift in the demographics of Canada begins to unfold, this 

large group of adults will first enter the pre "young-old" ( 55-64 year) 

age category (Lazer, 1986), thus significantly influencing the 

demographics of the TV viewing audience. The 50-plus age group already 

has over half of the estimated $30 billion in total annual disposable 

income in Canada and approximately $7 billion preserved in registered 

retirement savings plans (The CalcTary Herald, 1993). This growing middle 

class of seniors will increasingly become a formidable market segment 

which cannot be ignored. Marketers of products and services aimed at 

aging consumers will increasingly be searching for TV programs that can 

deliver audiences for their advertising messages (The Caiqary Herald, 

1993). This symbiotic partnership, the TV industry and its sponsors, will 

gradually have to carefully redefine its products and services, as well as 

its TV programs to meet the changing demands and requirements of an aging 

society. 

Second, as the Baby Boomers start to reach age 55, many will retire 

early (Wigdor & Foot, 1988) or make major changes in their lifestyles, 
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resulting in increased amounts of free time. As a consequence, the use of 

TV will likely increase ( Cassata, 1967), for example, as a way to fill 

time, as a method of seeking information, and as a means of varying one's 

sources of inexpensive entertainment (Rubin & Rubin, 1982). Especially 

important is the phenomenon of information-seeking, which will likely 

dramatically increase (Dimmick, 1979; Phillips & Sternthal, 1977; Bower, 

1973; Chaffee & Wilson, 1975; Comstock, Chaffee, Katzman, McCombs & 

Roberts, 1978; Davis, Edwards, Bartel & Martin, 1976; Korzenny & 

Neuendorf, 1980). Numerous studies have documented that older viewers 

already have a preference for news and informational programming (Rubin & 

Rubin, 1982; Hasselquest, 1992; Fouts, 1989; Goodman, 1990); and with the 

aging of the viewing public, the overall use of television and news-

watching is particularly likely to continue to increase ( Fouts, 1989), 

with reading decreasing ( Chaffee & Wilson, 1975; Hasseiquest, 1992). 

Third, with the increasing age of the TV audience, it is also 

expected that there will be a shift from a combination of media-seeking 

and content-seeking to mostly content-seeking, with information-seeking 

peaking during the years prior to retirement ( Dimmick, et al., 1979). The 

first wave of Baby Boomers, those born in the late 1940's, will start 

reaching this period of their lives in less than a decade. Perhaps 

anticipating these changing viewer tastes and demands, information 

programming has already begun to dramatically increase. In Calgary, for 

example, local and regional television newscasts have more than doubled 

over the past twenty years ( BBM Surveys, 1986; Nielson, A.C., 1986). The 

launching of CBC's ttNewsworld" on July 31, 1989, added yet another major 

source of television news to satisfy viewers' increasing appetite for 

information programming. Furthermore, the recent influx of more cable TV 
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channels has provided still more opportunities to view news and 

information-type programming; e.g., the CNN Cable News Network, the 

Headline News channel, and the Learning Channel all illustrate a growing 

viewer penchant for information (TV Guide, 1993). 

Fourth, studies have shown an increasing incidence of sensory 

defects with aging (Galton, 1885; Birren & Clayton, 1975), especially 

hearing and visual acuity declines ( Chaffee & Wilson, 1975; Zitter, 1990; 

Kausler, 1982) as well as a deterioration of the efficiency of the central 

nervous system ( Birren, 1974; Zitter, 1990). The implications of these 

age-related changes for the use of television's formal features is very 

significant for the TV industry. The term formal features was coined by 

social scientists to isolate television's production techniques such as 

pacing, editing, camera movement and audio effects distinct from program 

content ( Bryant & Anderson, 1983). It is assumed that the formal feature 

of visual flow or rate of presentation may influence the use of TV for 

aging viewers, especially their enjoyment and learning associated with 

watching news stories. That is, the rate at which older viewers can 

process visual information must coincide with the pace of programs in 

order to fall within the comfort-zone associated with the cerebral 

processing characteristics of the audience. 

Fifth, the TV industry has, in the past, largely ignored this unique 

segment of the population and can no longer afford to do so. For example, 

based on 1986 data from the two major television marketing analysts (A.C. 

Nielson Company and the Bureau of Broadcast Measurement), anyone over the 

age of 54 in Canada was not statistically segmented ( BBM, Fall 1986; A.C. 

Nielson, March 1986), but rather, grouped within the very old and elderly 
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segments of the population. It appears as if the grey market is perceived 

as still too small in Canada to warrant segmentation ( Dorion, 1993). 

Locally, a Calgary Market Profile ( an unpublished TV market survey by 

Calgary Database Consumer Groups) lumps everyone over the age of 55 into 

one homogeneous group, thus also neglecting the increasingly important 

issue of market segmentation within this group ( CMP, 1989). However, 

research in gerontology and evidence of age differences in information 

processing provides considerable evidence that this 55-plus age group is 

not homogeneous ( Phillips & Sternthal, 1977), thus having many 

implications for the TV broadcasting industry with respect to audience 

segmentation and targeting. 

Sixth, new technology has been responsible for changing the 

communication pattern of society (McQuail, 1975). The decrease in 

newspaper reading (Robinson, 1981) and the unprecedented increase in 

viewing television news by society can directly be traced to technological 

developments. Due to technical innovations within the medium of 

television, there is an increasing use of time-distortion or time-altering 

of programs and commercials. It is known that this can have an effect on 

children ( Fouts & Flessati, 1983), and due to the age-related changes in 

aging, will likely have an effect on older viewers. 

Advertisers appeared keenly interested in condensing information so 

that more material could be presented in a shorter time period (MacLachlan 

& La Barbera, 1978). Other producers too, especially those involved in 

sports presentations have experimented with time-altering devices ( Zettl, 

1984). The electronic innovations, such as the transistors in place of 

tubes and smaller helical-scan instead of quadruplex videotape recorders 

helped make these time-altering effects possible. The increased demand 
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for more versatility, including developing ways to change pacing, was 

partly responsible for major transformations in the way images and sound 

were created. 

Seventh, in the mid-1970's, an electronic revolution took place as 

important as the advent of colour television ( Burrows, Wood, & Gross, 

1989). This new technology was "electronic news-gathering," in which the 

use of 16mm film in TV news was replaced by small electronic cameras and 

video-editing equipment, which revolutionized and expanded the workplace 

of the television news-room. The development of the Minicam was partly 

due to research and development related to the space program ( Stone & 

Hinson, 1978). It contributed to the rapid demise of "Newsfilm," the 

predominant means of capturing news visuals. It not only transformed the 

tools within the TV industry, but also the demographics of the 

professionals working within it. This proliferation of portable 

electronic recording and editing devices, therefore, created a great 

demand for new professionals. The newly trained journalists were younger 

and appeared better and differently educated ( Yoakum & Cremer, 1989). 

Thus, a new breed of editors evolved, not steeped in the time-proven 

tradition of editing film, but trained quickly for a demanding workplace. 

It was now a group of younger and dissimilar editors who decided just how 

long every shot would remain on the screen and give the story its 

definitive pace (visual flow). For example, the rate of visual flow in 

producing TV news stories is subjectively determined by videotape editors, 

using dynamic and analytical abilities in an acutely conscious process 

(Burrows, Wood & Gross, 1989; Yoakam & Cremer, 1989). Thus, the norms for 

determining visual pacing and the cutting/editing of news stories are most 

often based upon their own personal information-processing speeds, which 
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are likely magnified through their highly refined sense of mental acuity. 

In news editing, the image is left on the screen long enough to make its 

point and cut at the moment the editor judges that it's made (Reisz & 

Millar, 1972). Consequently, the mental processing speed of younger news-

editors may differ from that of a major portion of the audience, i.e., 

older adults, which they wish to attract and inform and whose cognitive 

processing abilities are slower (Kausler, 1982). In other words, the 

editor may determine to cut at a place before the image has made its point 

to the older viewer. The combination of artistry and technique in editing 

(Burder, 1970) follows the taste and creativity of the younger editor and 

may not necessarily match that of the older viewer. If this discrepancy 

is not recognized, the likely result may be that viewers will tune out, 

since the speed of presentation may result in sensory overload (Yoakum & 

Cremer, 1989), if older viewers' adaptive processes cannot be 

accommodated. The resulting withdrawal from the medium, and apathy 

(Toffler, 1970) alienation, or the incomplete understanding and 

dissatisfaction with the medium ( Rydin, 1983) may have considerable 

economic ramifications for the TV industry. Thus, a key question for 

those developing news programs is whether they know their viewers, are 

sensitive to their needs and abilities, and recognize that these change 

significantly with age. 

Purpose  

The purpose of this study was to explore and gain a better 

understanding of the impact of one aspect of program form, the rate or 

visual pace of presentation of TV news-stories on television viewers of 

different ages. More specifically, the purposes were ( 1) to assess the 
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effects of faster-than--normal and slower-than-normal paces of TV news 

stories on viewers' enjoyment and learning of contents, and ( 2) to 

determine whether such effects are related to the age of viewers. 

The remainder of this introduction will present ( a) a review of the 

two conceptual frameworks used, the active and reactive theories, as 

conceptualizations for this research, ( b) a discussion of visual pacing as 

one of TV's formal features, ( c) an examination of pace in the context of 

aging TV viewers, and ( d) an outline of the design of the study and its 

hypothesis. 

Conceptual Frameworks  

Two conceptual frameworks exist within the paradigms of effects 

pertaining to television viewing, the " active" and the "reactive". The 

first, active framework, postulates that visual attention is actively 

under the control of the viewer as part of a mental schema (Graesser, 

Higginbotham, Robertson & Smith, 1978; Pichert & Anderson, 1977; Schank & 

Abelson, 1977; Anderson & Lorch, 1983). This conceptualization implies 

that the viewer does not merely react involuntarily to TV programs' formal 

features (Anderson & Lorch, 1983). Instead, the viewer actively engages 

in some mental activity in order to control incoming program content using 

processes such as interpretation, comparison, information storage, as well 

as utilizing other personal cognitive attributes to filter content. 

Research based on this approach has been criticized in two ways. First, 

the active theory is mostly confined to effects related to young 

children's use of television programs and is limited to only five studies. 

The active framework may, therefore, have little or no significant 
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relevance when applied to adult TV viewers. Second, this research has not 

withstood the judicious scrutiny of time since the initial proposal of 

active conceptualization in 1979 (Krull & Husson, 1983). Considerably 

more evidence needs to be presented in order to confirm the validity of 

this approach, particularly when applied to TV viewers of different age 

groups. Furthermore, this framework appears to discount or diminish any 

potential effect that TV's formal features which may contribute to 

viewers' attentive behaviour and runs counter to most television and film 

production theory (Yoakam & Cremer, 1989; Manvell, 1955; Reisz & Millar, 

1972; Burrows, Wood & Gross, 1992). 

The second framework is the reactive conceptualization ( see Figure 

1), which assumes that visual attention to television is maintained, in 

part, by its structured formal features ( Singer, 1980; Winn, 1970; Lesser 

1977; Mander, 1978). 

TELEVISION 

Formal Features: 

Movement 

Visual Complexity 

Cuts 

Pans 

Zooms 

VISUAL 

ATTENTION 

Orienting 

Reflex 

MEMORY 

Automatic 

Rote Episodic 

Recognition 

Figure 1. A schematic diagram of the reactive theory of television 

viewing (Anderson & Lorch, 1983, p. 4). 

The reactive theory was fundamentally and scientifically studied by 

some of the greatest early silent film directors of Russia, and can be 

perceived as a more pure form of visual analysis, since at that early 
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stage of film-making, sound was not a potential detracting element. Thus, 

visual features were exclusively and extensively analyzed and formal 

features such as pacing, rhythm, cutting, and the juxtapositioning of 

images with its effects upon their audience were equated to the syntax of 

language and even compared to the prose of Shakespeare ( Pudovkin, 1950; 

Eisenstein, 1939; Lawson, 1967). D.W. Griffith further developed uniquely 

filmic formal features as dramatic emphasis and created impressions of 

mounting intensity through the use of visual pacing, which evolved into 

the intrinsic elements of film-making (Reisz & Millar, 1972). The formal 

features of visual structure, so carefully developed by the motion picture 

industry were adopted by the photojournalists who created the popular 

newsreels in the twenties, thirties and forties ( Ycakam & Cremer, 1989). 

These elementary approaches in the development of formal features became 

the foundation for the evolution of structure in TV documentaries and news 

stories, with all its inherent elements of formal features. 

Alfred Hitchcock perhaps best illustrates the reactive theory when 

he describes one of the medium's formal features, 

"the camera has immersed the audience ... the point is to draw the 

audience right inside the situation ... breaking the action up into 

details and cutting ... so that each detail is forced in turn on the 

attention of the audience. If you played the whole scene straight 

through ... you would lose your power over the audience" [ italics 

added for emphasis] (McCann, 1966, p. 57) 

Some social scientists have offered criticisms of the reactive 

conceptualization ( e.g., Anderson & Lorch, 1983). They argue that 

children's comprehension of TV program segments largely controls visual 

attention in settings of play activity with other children, rather than 

guided by the program's formal features. Critics also claim that visual 
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formal features have a very limited effect on attentive TV watching by 

young children in these settings. 

Nevertheless, the complexity of media communication may be better 

understood by integrating aspects of both theories, perhaps expanding 

principles from the reactive theory, which may be primarily involuntarily 

and kinaesthetic (Vorkapich, 1959, Ohman, 1979; Pribram, 1979; Siddle & 

Spinks, 1979; Sokolov, 1969), and incorporating the more contemporary 

active conceptualization (Anderson & Lorch, 1983), which assumes more 

cognitive control of viewers' responses to TV programs. Recent 

theoretical and empirical research now suggests a synthesis of both 

conceptual frameworks (Wright & Huston, 1981; Calvert et al., 1982). 

Combining the reactive and active approaches into a meaningful synthesis 

was achieved by Gavriel Salomon ( 1980), who imbedded these concepts into 

Neisser's ( 1976) spiral model of perception and cognition ( See Figure 2): 

"According to this model, one's mental schemata - including 

different kinds of symbolic representations - direct our perceptual 

exploration. Exploration, in turn, samples, constructs and provides 

meaning to external stimuli which are then incorporated into the 

schemata and change them accordingly". [ italics added for 

emphasis] ( Salomon, 1987, p. 258) 

Salomon's "mental schemata" can be interpreted as the active 

framework involving the individual's cognitive activity that processes 

perception and, in turn, "provides meaning to external stimuli." The 

reactive framework is seen as the "external stimuli," which in part 

controls, reshapes and provides new meaning to the individual's mental 

schemata. In this conceptualization, the viewer requires two quite unique 

types of knowledge: the knowledge to interpret TV's representation of 

reality, and second, the mental effort required to follow the filmic 
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structure of the program, which in turn allows the viewer to interpret 

reality in a new way. As the spiral model suggests, this process 

perpetuates itself indefinitely. Both paradigms, the active and the 

reactive are incorporated and for the purposes of the present study, the 

focus of analysis will assume this integrated conceptualization. 

MODIFIES I It SAMPLES 

DIRECTS 

Figure 2. An integrated model of perception, adapted from Neisserts 
(1976) spiral model of perception and consolidated with 
Salomon's ( 1987) theory. 
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Pacinq as a Formal Feature  

Television has traditionally been researched regarding its content. 

This research has mainly focused on the potential relationship between the 

apparent violence on television and its possible effects on children 

(Collins, 1975; Noble, 1975; Salomon, 1974; Spencer Foundation, 1977; 

Tower, Singer & Biggs, 1977). Other researchers have studied the use and 

gratification of TV, particularly among older adults ( Fouts, 1989; Fouts 

& Abraham, 1988; Hasselquest, 1992; Davis, 1980; Davis, Edwards, Bartel, 

& Martin, 1976; Doolittle, 1979; Goodman, 1990; Heatherington & Fouts, 

1985; Korzenny &c Neuenclorf, 1980; Kubey, 1980). 

Only since the 1970's have social scientists recognized the 

importance of the form or the formal features of the medium. Television 

does not simply transmit information, its content is circumscribed in a 

unique amalgam of symbol systems distinctive to the medium ( Salomon, 

1979). The importance of form and content are highly integrated; 

"Television is a representational system, not little people behaving in a 

box" (Dorr, 1977). Thus, life for the medium is rendered into a new 

reality, interpreted and represented through various symbols of form. 

Social scientists describe the salient visual features of television 

as one of its formal features. This refers to television's 

representational mode, the intricacies of visual structure, type and rate 

of movement, visual cuts, zooms and pans ( Huston & Wright, 1983). In 

short, formal features are those elements normally perceived by social 

scientists as representational modes and forms of presentation (Rice et 

al., 1983; Salomon, 1979). Professionals in the TV industry, who are 

engaged in creating programs and visual effects refer to these visual 
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elements as production techniques ( Burrows, Wood & Gross, 1992; Fielding, 

1990). Some auditory features ( e.g., sound effects, non-human speech, 

loud music, music bridges) also fall within this general field, but will 

not be addressed in this study. 

The present research focuses exclusively on the formal feature of 

pacing or rate ( flow) of visual presentation, which can be varied through 

the editing process in preparing the visual content. In most media 

research, there appears to be a lack of a clear and concise definition of 

pacing, with most references using pace, presentation rate, intercutting 

and shifts of scene interchangeably ( Huston & Wright, 1983; Watt & Welch, 

1983; Singer, 1980). For the purposes of the present study, visual pace 

will be defined as the ratio of visual information per unit time. 

Pacing can be altered by mechanical or electronic means, i.e., by 

presenting the images on the television screen in a shorter or longer 

period of time. If the same amount of visual information is presented in 

a shorter period of time or speeded up ( time-compressed), then the rate of 

visual presentation would appear faster-than-normal; whereas if it were 

presented in a longer period of time or slowed down (time-extended), then 

the rate would appear slower-than-normal to the viewer. It is possible to 

obtain any visual segment of a television program and vary its pace by 

compressing or extending the time in which it is presented. Given this 

approach to pacing, the question is: What is the optimal pace for most 

viewers? But even more specifically, does this optimal pace for enjoyment 

and learning change with age? 

The phenomenon of pacing has attracted some social scientists to 

direct more research into this element of formal features; "... one may 

take an aspect of program form, such as camera cuts, and see what effect 
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changes in cutting rate have on coders' perception" ( Krull, Watt, Lichty, 

1977, italics added for emphasis). 

Since the study of media-specific formal features is a relatively 

new field of study for social scientists, only a limited number of studies 

have examined the effects of rate of presentation on TV viewers. Its 

focus here too has almost entirely centred on the relationship between 

television's formal features and children ( Fouts & Flessati, 1983; Wright, 

et. al., 1984; Del Guercio, 1984; Sturm et al., 1983; Salomon, 1983; Rice, 

Huston & Wright, 1983; Salomon, 1979 & 1983). In general, the research 

in children's programming has shown that more learning takes place in 

slower-paced TV programs ( Singer, et al., 1977). Whether this effect may 

also conform to produce a higher degree of learning using slower-paced 

programs (time-extended) aimed at aging viewers has been analyzed in the 

present study. 

Other researchers have conducted time-compression experiments 

centering on radio and television ads ( e.g., MacLachlan, 1979; Maclachlan 

& LaBarbera, 1978; MacLachlan & Siegel, 1980), with its goal being to 

reduce advertising costs and to determine the most effective rate of 

information flow. These studies have found that time-compression of 

commercials by 25% was considered subtle, and that subjects tended to 

enjoy them more and recall brand names considerably better than 

commercials without time-compression. 

The present study intends to expand the previous formal features 

research in two ways: ( 1) by expanding the content, which has heretofore 

been limited to advertising and children's programs, to information 

programming; and ( 2) by studying the effects of formal features on a 

predominantly older television audience. 
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Pacinci of Visual Information and Aqinq Viewers  

It appears that as young as 45 years, there begins a gradual 

reduction in a person's speed of processing information, thus a reduction 

in learning proficiency ( Birren, 1974). Early studies on aging by 

psychologists and neurologists note an apparent diminishing response time 

in aging individuals ( Critchley, 1942; Magladery, 1959). More specific 

studies point to a general slowing of sensory ability with age (Weiss, 

1959). Most older adults also face a gradual deterioration in the 

efficiency of their central nervous system, with perception and memory 

becoming less proficient ( Birren, 1974; Zitter, 1990). For example, 

studies have indicated that older adults require more time to process 

information (Weiss, 1959; Krull, Watt & Lichty, 1977; Phillips & 

Sternthal, 1977). Considering such declines, older viewers need more time 

to process material, but with a decrease in time ( as in time-compressed), 

then older viewers would be particularly disadvantaged. Conversely, by 

slowing the pacing of visual information ( as in time-extended), then older 

viewers may be able to better learn from these programs. 

Further research into sensory psychology indicates a significant 

deterioration in the central neural processing system with age (Walsh, 

Williams, & Herzog, 1979; Posner & Mitchell, 1967; Kahneman, 1968; Turvey, 

1973). For example, older subjects appear to observe less flicker in 

flickering lights and seem to view the phenomenon as a light glowing at a 

lower frequency. Additionally, the visual response appears to be slowed 

by the retention of the former image in the central nervous system (Kline, 

1972). Thus, response time to a new stimulus is initially slowed through 

neural decay, and then as the next visual stimulus is projected, further 

impeded by the image retention of the former picture. According to 
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Botwinick ( 1982), "the person is not optimally ready to process the input 

of the second stimulus." This type of research suggests that with age, 

the visual presentation of information takes longer to reach the optimal 

effectiveness in communicating to the viewer. Translated to the TV 

medium, this visual persistence of one image may interfere ( leave visual 

trace), upon the following image. A type of unintentional dissolve is 

created and when quickly followed by yet another image, the visual trace 

of the initial picture may still persist. This could create an illusion 

of many images superimposed. This unintentional phenomenon can easily be 

remedied by lengthening the duration of images or by time-extension, thus 

each image would have the opportunity to be fully neurally registered and 

mentally perceived, before a new image is introduced. Conversely, through 

time-compression, this impression of visual interference ( the apparent 

superimposition of more than one image) would be exacerbated and leave the 

communication process distorted and impaired for aging viewers. 

Closely related to a general decline in perceptual sensitivity with 

increasing age is the apparent limited capacity of older adults to sustain 

focused attention on a sequence of stimuli ( Kausler, 1982). Consequently, 

elderly TV viewers' attention may be more easily diverted through 

extraneous stimuli. This may play an important part in maintaining older 

viewers' attention during news stories that contain various distracting 

visual stimuli, while oral, voice-over descriptive commentary provides 

most of the significant information. These peripheral factors, according 

to Kausler ( 1982), " are a consequence of the deterioration in sensory 

receptors and their ancillary structures that accompanies human aging." 

considering that pacing of visual flow may potentially become a 

distraction ( as in time-compression), other accompanying detractors such 
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as the quickening of voice-over narration may exacerbate the problem. In 

contrast, when pacing is slowed ( as in time-extension), older viewers' 

attention may be optimized and their learning as well as enjoyment may be 

enhanced. 

Aging is also related to declines in hearing and visual acuity 

(Chaffee & Wilson, 1975; Zitter, 1990; Kausler, 1982). Hearing becomes 

impaired with age as sensitivity to higher frequencies weaken; another 

major change includes a reduction in the facility to distinguish between 

pertinent sounds and background noise ( Zitter, 1990). Furthermore, 

eyesight becomes impaired by an increase sensitivity to glare, with older 

adults needing more light ( Zitter, 1990). Older eyes also face a decrease 

in potential depth perception ( Kausler, 1982) and an inability to 

discriminate between colours, especially in the blue-red combination of 

violet, the colour seen at the end of the spectrum opposite red. Other 

colours such as blues and greens are also difficult to distinguish 

(Zitter, 1990). These diminishing sensory abilities may play a subsidiary 

role in further impeding already dwindling neural capacities, thus the 

impact of time-compression or increased visual pacing may further inhibit 

viewing pleasure when the pacing of TV news stories has already surpassed 

(as in time-compression) the optimum learning and pleasure curve for aging 

viewers. 

With all these changes associated with aging, the question raises 

for aging viewers of TV who overwhelmingly prefer watching news programs: 

does the pacing in news stories influence their enjoyment and learning of 

the informational contents? 

The editing of pace in videotaped news stories is one of the final 

stages of the electronic news-gathering process and often appears to the 
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editor to replicate reality as well as represent the typical speed of 

mental processing, e.g., as the eye and the mind function to focus from 

one object to another in real life (Reisz & Millar, 1968; Lindgren, 1948; 

Manvell, 1955; Salomon, 1979). Through the use of editing techniques to 

manipulate real time by electronically time-compressing and time-extending 

of television contents (MacLachlan, 1979; MacLachlan & LaBarbera, 1978; 

MacLachlan & Siegel, 1980); one can present the news material faster-than-

normal or slower-than-normal. Therefore, it is possible to present news 

stories at speeds which may more closely fit the visual capability of 

older viewers and to match their mental processing speeds, thereby 

optimizing the enjoyment and learning of the contents. 

Desiqn of Study  

The purpose of this study was to manipulate the pace of presentation 

of television news stories by obtaining normally paced and professionally 

edited news stories and altering the pace so that the stories could be 

presented at faster-than-normal rate and slower-than-normal rate. With 

the resulting three paces ( normal, faster, slower), viewers' reactions 

could then be assessed. Adults from two age groups, young adults ( ages 

18-39 years) and older adults ( 50-74 years) observed a combination of two 

different news stories presented at two of the three rates: normal, time-

compressed or time-extended speeds. Following each presentation, the 

subject's affective responses to pacing, program enjoyment and their 

learning of the information were assessed. 

The Hypothesis: Aging adults, those between 50 - 74 years of age, 

would enjoy ( i.e., have greater interest and enjoyment) and learn more 

contents while viewing slower-paced television news stories than younger 

adults aged 18 - 39 years, with the reverse trend for faster paced 
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stories. The predicted trends are graphically presented in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Graphic presentation of the 

Hypothesis. 

Rationale: Assuming that older viewers require more time in order to 

process visual information relative to younger individuals ( Phillips & 

Sternthal, 1977), then television news stories which are slower and 

presumably visually match viewers' speed of mental processing should be 

the most comfortable and should allow more time for learning than programs 

in which the visual pacing is too rapid ( faster than their mental 

processing speed). Conversely, for young adults, visual pacing which is 

too slow ( slower than their mental processing speed) may be too boring or 

understimulating, with the result being less enjoyment and concentration 

and therefore, less learning relative to programs which are presented at 

a faster pace. 
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METHOD 

Subjects and Design  

One hundred and sixteen people ( 50 females and 66 males) were 

recruited to participate in this study. There were two groups ( 58 

participants each) of participants, one group (Young Adults) consisted of 

young adults; a majority were Mount Royal College students. They were 

recruited from course seminars and also by referral of friends and 

relatives who were involved in the study. The age range was from 18 to 39 

years, with an average age of 25 years. The second group ( Older Adults) 

was composed of 'young-old' adults from senior clubs and college 

employees; the age range was from 50 to 74 years and the average age was 

59 years. The Older Adult group was recruited in two different ways. 

First, the researcher contacted various seniors clubs in the Calgary 

communities of Bow Cliff, Renfrew, Glamorgan and Confederation Park. The 

social coordinators of the seniors clubs then recruited volunteers through 

personally seeking out likely candidates, by putting up notices asking for 

volunteers, and by asking for volunteers at weekly meetings. Second, the 

researcher recruited participants from college faculty and staff through 

obtaining a list of older faculty and staff members from the faculty and 

staff associations and sending letters to those on these lists. An 

article was also written for the staff association newsletter, requesting 

volunteers. Each age group was divided into six subgroups, A through F 

(Figure 4) in order to control for the possible effect of order of 

presentation of the 3 different paces; therefore, each subgroup contained 

9 - 11 participants ( dependent on the actual number of participants in the 

initial college seminar group). 
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YOUNGER OLDER 

Group A 4.male 4 male 
(N-TC) 5 female 5 female 

Group B 5 male 5 male 

(N-TE) 5 female 5 female 

Group C 8 male 8 male 
(TC-TE) 3 female 3 female 

Group D 5 male 5 male 
(TC-N) 4 female 4 female 

Group B 6 male 6 male 

(TB-N) 3 female 3 female 

Group F 5 male 5 male 

(TE-TC) 5 female 5 female 

Figure 4. Sub-group age and sex distribution. 

The basic design of the study was a 2 x 2 x 2 factorial design with age 

and gender being between-subject factors and pace being a within-subject 

factor. 

Stimulus Materials  

In order to obtain contents and formal features of TV news stories 

which would be appropriate for the present study, TV newscasts were 

recorded over a three month period. The use of these recorded programs 

ensured that the formal feature of visual pacing was established 

independently by professional television industry's standards. 

The goal was to select two different television news stories to 

serve as the content stimuli for the study. Two distinct, yet similar 

news stories, and two stories which would be considered representative of 

TV news in general were sought. After examining many news stories, two 

were selected (Appendix A and B), based on the following criteria. First, 
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the news stories were comparable to the usual ' line-up' of stories in 

typical TV newscasts. For example, since the level of local or regional 

importance is normally determined by the placement in the TV news 

broadcast ( Yoakum & Cremer, 1989), two news stories which were broadcast 

(May 7 and 11, 1992) at approximately the same time ( around 6:30 PM, 

halfway into the newscast) were selected. Second, the stories were part 

of an ongoing mini-series of TV news features called, "Working in the 

90's." This selection ensured that the general content of the stories 

conformed to the issues and current events of the time. Third, the two 

news stories were produced by the same TV station, CFCN-TV, Calgary, thus 

resulting in similar treatment of the formal features. Fourth, the two 

news stories were approximately the same length. One was 2:05 minutes, 

the other 2:04 minutes in length; thus, they differed by only one second. 

Fifth, the format of the news stories was very similar; i.e., the use of 

formal features was closely matched. For example, the stories had 

approximately an equal number of scene changes and they had a reporter 

finish the news story with the same ' standup'-type of closing. Figure 

#5 presents a description of the two stories in terms of scenes, contents 

and lengths. Additionally the stories had similar numbers of edits and 

durations of shots. For example, the "SAlT II" story contained 17 edits 

in 129 seconds, averaging approximately seven and a half seconds per 

finished shot; the "Friends of the Family" story contained 20 edits in 128 

seconds, averaging about six and a half seconds per length of shot. 

Sixth, in order to facilitate time-compression and -extension of the TV 

news stories, both stories were primarily presented through visuals with 

'voice-over' descriptive commentary. This matching decreased 

substantially the potential ' lip-synch' problems of resynchronizing the 
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sound with the ' on-camera' people in producing the time-compressed ( TC) 

and time-extended ( TE) programs. 

News story #1, "Working in the 90's: SAlT II", recorded, May 7, 1992: 

Scene Description Length Running 

length 

1 Standard series introduction :07 :07 

2 Reporter's V/0 narration :48 :55 

3 Interviewee's V/0 narration : 09 1:06 

4 Interviewee on camera : 10 1:16 

5 Reporter's V/0 narration : 07 1:22 

6 Interviewee's V/0 narration : 07 1:30 

7 Reporter's V/O narration : 20 1:50 

8 Reporter on camera : 15 2:05 

News story #2, "Working in the 90's: Friends of the Family", recorded May 

11, 1992: 

Scene Description Length Running 

length 

1 Standard series introduction :07 :07 

2 Reporter's V/0 narration :40 :46 

3 Interviewee #1 on camera :08 :53 

4 Interviewee #2 on camera : 08 1:02 

5 Reporter's V/0 narration : 15 1:19 

6 Interviewee #3 on camera : 07 1:27 

7 Reporter's V/0 narration •: 22 1:50 

8 Reporter on camera :14 2:04 

Figure 5. Description of the two news stories in terms of scenes, 

contents and lengths. 
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Development of Stimulus Materials  

For each TV news story, the formal feature of pacing or rate of 

visual flow was electronically altered by 20%, a change considered quite 

subtle (MacLachlan, 1979). Each original story was operationally defined 

as being presented at a normal pace, with two other versions 

electronically produced: a time-compressed version ( 20% faster) and a 

time-extended version ( 20% slower). In order to create the two new 

versions of each news story, two different electronic techniques were 

employed. First, the audio track was independently time-altered with a 

technique distinct from time-altering visual stimuli, since normally audio 

pitch varies with the pace of visual stimuli ( normally 30 frames per 

second). The synchronized audio track was ' stripped' or re-recorded from 

the videotape using the highest quality available 15 ips. ( inches per 

second), through an Ampex 440, 1/4" audiotape recorder. A short audible 

beep (" synch" pulse at 60 cycles) was recorded to make certain that the 

audio could later be put back on the videotape " in-synch". Thus, with the 

audio track removed from the videotape, it was then possible to change the 

speed of the audio separately from that of the video portion. A device 

similar to using the Lexicon Varispeech II (Maclachlan & Siegel, 1980), 

which electronically removes or adds minute fractions of the audio track, 

was used to time-compress and time-extend the audio, respectively. This 

technique was used rather than merely speeding up the audio or slowing it 

down, since the latter would change the pitch. 

Sound engineers at a local sound-recording studio were commissioned 

who could transform or process the audio. By using the "time-scale" 

program from a Studer Dyaxis machine, the audio was either time-compressed 

and time-extended by 20%, the equivalent of 6 video frames per second. 
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The time-compressed version of "SAlT II" was transformed from 2:05 mins. 

to 1:33 mins.; the time-extended became 2:37 mins. The "Friends of the 

Family" news story changed from the normal 2:04 mins. to a time-compressed 

version of 1:32 mins.; the time-extended version was 2:36 mins. in length. 

The second technique involved the visual portion of the videotape, 

which was independently sped up or slowed down using a process which did 

not reduce the quality of the picture ( e.g., no frame lines or blurring), 

but merely altered the duration of each story by 20%. The original 

videotape ( Sony Beta II VCR format) was dubbed onto one-inch C-format, 

broadcast standard videotape. Then, by using a broadcast-standard 

videotape recorder ( AN?EX VPR 80), equipped with an AST head system, this 

dubbed version was then played back and re-recorded by re-processing the 

video portion of the news story at the required speeds, i.e., 20% faster 

and 20% slower. Thus, by reprocessing the normally-edited news stories at 

the two different speeds ( 20% faster-than-normal and 20% slower-than-

normal), each news story had three video variations: normal, time-

compressed and time-extended. 

The recombining and re-synchronizing of the processed audio to the 

processed video required considerable skill and time. The processed audio 

track was recorded onto a blank, " striped" videotape (with prerecorded 

control-track pulses). Then, using an " insert-edit" mode, the video was 

recorded in such a way as to match the audiotrack. Several attempts at 

precise audio-visual synchronization (" lip-synching") were made, but the 

video playback VTR would not stay in precise synch with the audio for the 

duration of the news story. This is not normally problematic for most 

broadcast news stories, since a majority use voice-over narration, rather 

than sound synchronized with mouth movements, thus not requiring precise 
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synchronization. However, in the present study, during the interviews and 

other on-camera shots, the " lip-synch" was very critical in order for all 

three versions of each news story to be of equal production quality. At 

times, the resynchronization required editing and matching only a few 

seconds at a time. Nevertheless, the final result of the difficult 

resynchronization of the audio and video portions of each story was three 

quality matched versions of each news story: normal, time-compressed and 

time-extended. 

Assessment Instruments  

The effect of observing two news-stories, with each presented at a 

different rate, was assessed using a questionnaire with five sections. 

The first two sections were demographic information and TV viewing 

information. 

Demoqraphic Information. The demographic section asked participants 

about their gender, birthdate, education level and type of occupation. 

TV Viewinq Information. The TV viewing section of the questionnaire 

asked participants about their TV news viewing habits. This part of the 

instrument included questions regarding the number of television sets in 

the home, how many daily hours participants watched television, whether 

they subscribed to TV cable service, as well as whether they watched 

specialty cable TV news service, such as CBC's Newsworld or CNN. 

Participants were also asked how many hours daily they watched all TV news 

on these specialty TV news channels. This section also included questions 

regarding how many times during the day they watched TV news and which TV 

stations or channels they selected on which to watch their news. 

The next three sections of the questionnaire involved questions 
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inquiring about what they had observed in the stimulus news stories: what 

they felt (Affective Response) and their evaluation of formal features in 

the news story ( FF Evaluation), how much they enjoyed each news story 

(Enjoyability), and what they learned from the informational content 

(Learning Information). 

En-joyability response. Participants were asked to respond to the 

following general question: "How do you feel about the content of the 

news story you just viewed?" This question was answered along 10 

emotional dimensions: enjoyable, informative, important, interesting, 

emotionally involving, worthwhile, relevant, understandable, motivating, 

and created a new awareness. A 5-point Likert semantic differential 

scale ( Babbie, 1983) was presented for participants to respond to each 

dimension, with the response choices being "Strongly Disagree", 

"Disagree", "Undecided", "Agree", and "Strongly Agree". The instructions 

asked participants to place a check mark in the appropriate brackets to 

indicate the response that most accurately described how they felt. This 

instrument was pilot tested using 10 older adults. 

Formal feature evaluation. These questions assessed participants' 

affective response to pace related formal features. Participants were 

asked to respond to the following general question: "How do you feel 

about the production techniques in the news story you just viewed?" They 

responded to the following 10 statements: ( 1) "The pictures appeared IN 

A NATURAL PROGRESSION," ( 2) "The pace or speed of pictures changed TOO 

SLOWLY for my taste," ( 3) "The picture changes ( edits) WERE SO SMOOTH 

that I was unaware of these changes," ( 4) "This news story was presented 

TOO OUICKLY to absorb the content," ( 5) " The pictures MEANINGFULLY SERVED  

TO ILLUSTRATE the content of the report," ( 6) "The picture changes 
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(edits) were TOO ABRUPT for my comfort," (7) "The pace or speed of the 

pictures changed TOO RAPIDLY for my taste," ( 8) "The pictures WERE TOO 

BUSY OR COMPLEX to be fully understood," ( 9) "Some items should have been 

photographed in BOLDER detail (UP CLOSER)," and ( 10) "This news story was 

presented TOO SLOWLY to absorb the content". The same 5-point Likert 

scale was used (" strongly agree" to " strongly disagree") to measure 

participants' responses. These formal features have been examined by 

previous researchers ( e.g., Bryant & Anderson, 1983; Reisz & Millar, 1972; 

Salomon, 1980; Krull, Watt & Lichty, 1977; Manvell, 1955; MacCann, 1966 

and a majority of the formal feature statements were based on these 

previous studies. This instrument was pilot tested. 

Learninq information. This section assessed how much of the 

informational content of a news story was learned by participants. Ten 

questions tapping specific pieces of information were presented to 

participants. These questions were based on orally as well as 

oral/visually presented information. The number of oral and oral/visual 

informational questions was the same for each story, 7 oral and 3 

oral/visual questions. This ratio reflected the balance and sources of 

information in the two stories. The participants were presented with the 

information questions and given 4 multiple choice answers for each from 

which to choose. An example ( based upon the " SAlT II" program) of an 

information question and its answer alternatives is "Which government 

program was paying these students to be in this program?" 

a. Canada Manpower 
b. Canadian Job Strategies 

C. Department of Immigration 
d. Hire a Student 

Participants were asked to circle the correct answer. 
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Procedure  

Participants were tested in different locations depending upon their 

availability. Rooms which could seat up to 12 individuals comfortably, 

with desks, were used. Group size varied from 2 to 12 persons. The room 

was adapted for the purpose of the experiment, with a high quality VCR and 

a large, 21 or 28 inch TV monitor, depending on the location of testing. 

Before the experiment, the tapes were checked for proper start 

points, audio volume adjusted to a uniform level, and the dimming switch 

for overhead lighting was located and checked. Participants were seated 

so that the screen images would appear similar in size ( depending upon 

whether a 21 or 28 inch monitor was used), using the guideline that 

maximum viewing distance would not exceed 10 times the diagonal 

measurement of the screen. 

The researcher introduced himself, stating that he was a graduate 

student in Communication Studies at the University of Calgary and that 

this research was in partial fulfilment of the requirements for the degree 

of Master of Arts. A short statement outlining the 17 years the 

researcher had spent in public as well as private television as a TV 

director was presented as well as how this experience had led him into 

this particular field of study. The group was also told that this 

experiment had been awarded a small research grant by the University of 

Calgary, which allowed a stipend to be dispensed to each of the 

participants at the end of the experiment. The group was told that this 

experiment would take about 35 minutes. The general purpose and nature of 

the study was then explained. The consent form and the cover sheet to the 

questionnaire package were introduced. The researcher emphasized the 

anonymity of their participation and told them that the consent forms 
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would be filed separately from the data in the Communications Studies 

Department. Participants were then asked to read the consent form 

carefully. The researcher verbally emphasized that their involvement was 

strictly voluntary and that anyone could withdraw at any time, or to 

refuse to answer any particular question. Upon signing the consent form, 

the first two sections of the questionnaire were introduced. The 

participants were then asked to answer only the Demographics and TV 

viewing information questions on pages 2, 3 and 4 in their questionnaire 

booklet. 

After all the participants completed these sections of the 

questionnaire, a practice section was introduced. 

Practice. This section was an abbreviated version of the last 3 

sections of the questionnaire which assessed how much participants enjoyed 

the story, their affective responses to its formal features, and how much 

they learned. It was used with a news story different from the stimuli 

developed for the study. This practice served three purposes. First, it 

was used to familiarize participants with the procedure and stimulus 

materials. Second, it allowed the participants to get acquainted with the 

types of questions that would be asked regarding their observation of a 

news story. Third, it alerted participants that questions of form and 

content would be asked. This practice questionnaire was pilot tested with 

five medium-aged couples so that instructions and questions could be 

modified as needed. 

For this practice, participants were told that during the next few 

minutes, they would be asked to watch a short "practice" news story, after 

which they were to answer the questions on pages 5 and 6 of the 
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questionnaire. They were informed that this practice was intended to 

familiarize them with the type of TV news story to be seen in the 

experiment and the types of questions they would be asked after viewing 

each news story. They were told that the answers to the practice would 

not be scored. The lights were dimmed and the practice TV news story was 

presented. When the news story ended, the lights were turned up and the 

participants completed the practice section of the questionnaire. Upon 

completion, the group was asked if the news story or the questionnaire 

posed any problems or questions. Throughout the actual experiment (the 

testing of 116 participants), very few questions arose, indicating the 

benefits of piloting the materials and the clarity of the instructions and 

questionnaire. 

In preparation for the actual experiment, the participants were told 

to please refrain from commenting or talking to each other. The lights 

were dimmed once more and the first news story was presented, after which 

the lights were turned up. The group then completed the next 6 green 

pages of the questionnaire ( enjoyability response, formal feature 

evaluation and learning sections), colour coded green for easy reference. 

Upon completion, the lights were again dimmed and the second news story 

was presented, after which participants completed the last 6 yellow pages 

of the questionnaire, i.e. their enjoyability response, evaluation of 

formal features, and what they had learned from the news story. This 

concluded the experiment. 

The order of presentation of the pace of the 2 stories and the story 

contents were counterbalanced such that the 2 different story contents 

appeared equally in the 3 paces and presented an equal number of times 

first and second to the participants ( Figure 6). 
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Groups: Story #1 Story #2 

Sub-group A Normal Speed Time-Compressed 

Sub-group B Normal Speed Time-Extended 

Sub-group C Time-Compressed Time-Extended 

Sub-group D Time-Compressed Normal Speed 

Sub-group E Time-Extended Normal Speed 

Sub-group F Time-Extended Time-Compressed 

Figure 6. Sub-groups controlling for order of presentation of 

the three paces of visual presentation. 

The participants were thanked for their voluntary involvement and 

were told that the general results of this study would be made available 

in about two months. The subjects signed a receipt for the stipend, upon 

which they were given five dollars. 

Data Scorinq 

Direct Data Scoring. All the data were discreet and readily 

quantifiable. The researcher transcribed the questionnaire data directly 

onto data sheets and later entered the data into the computer data base. 

The only exceptions to this were that ( 1) responses to daily and weekend 

viewing were calculated and totalled into "total number of hours TV viewed 

per week;" ( 2) responses to watching news on Cable TV, CBC's Newsworld, 

and watching all other TV news were totalled into a "weekly total of hours 

of news viewing;" ( 3) responses to which times during the day news is 

watched was added giving "total number of times," and ( 4) which different 

channels daily were tuned to watch news was totalled giving "total number 

of TV channels". 
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RESULTS 

Reliability of Data Scorinq and Codinq  

To assess the reliability of data scoring and coding, approximately 

10% of the sample ( n = 10) was randomly chosen to have their data scored 

by an independent coder. All 31 variables were scored and coded for the 

10 subjects. Almost perfect agreement was found between the two coders. 

Of the total 310 data points ( 31 variables X 10 subjects), only one 

disagreement was found, indicating very high reliability (K = 0.99, 2< 

0.001). 

Female and male participants were included in this research in order 

to increase the general izability of the findings. Since there is no 

theoretical reason to expect gender differences associated with the 

possible effect of the pace of presentation of the news stories, gender 

was not included in the analyses. 

Participant Demoqraphics and Media Use  

One hundred and sixteen people participated in the research study: 

half of the participants were young adults, the other half aging adults. 

The demographic variables of the participants can be viewed in Table 1. 

Forty-three percent of the participants were female, 57% percent were 

male. Twenty-three percent of the group had completed high school, while 

45% percent had received some college or university education, with 19% 

being graduates; 13% had more than one degree. 

Thirty-two percent of the participants were presently college or 

university students, 31% were professionals, 18% were retired, 12% held 

clerical or sales positions, while 6% were in the trade occupations; 1% 
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were homemakers. 

Almost all the participants had at least one television set; only 1% 

reported no TV in their home. Thirty-three percent had one TV, 35% had 2 

television sets, while 23% had 3 TVs; 8% had 4 television sets. 

Television viewing ranged from 0-69 hrs. per week, with a mean of 21 

hrs. watched weekly. The vast majority ( 89%) were subscribers of cable 

TV; 11% had no cable. 

Participants watched an average of 7 hrs. of news weekly, generally 

viewing TV news twice daily; 64% sometimes watched CBC's Newsworld, 29% 

never watched Newsworld; 7% of participants did not complete this 

question. Sixty-nine percent sometimes watched CNN, 23% did not watch 

CNN; 8% of participants did not complete this question. 
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TABLE 1 

Participant Demoqraphics (N = 116)  

Variable 

Gender  

Male 66 

Female 50 

56.9 

43.1 

Education 

Grade XII 12 10.3 

High school diploma 15 12.9 

Some college or university 52 44.8 

College or university degree 22 19.0 

More than one degree 15 12.9 

Occupational Status  

University of college student 37 31.9 

Homemaker 1 .9 

Professional 36 31.0 

Sales or clerical 14 12.1 

Retired 21 18.1 
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Statistical Analyses  

Before analyzing the effects of pace of presentation on enjoyability 

and learning using a multivariate analysis of variance, Latin square 

analyses, which included order of presentation and pace of presentation as 

factors, were conducted. This was done since it was possible that the 

occurrence of one condition before another (there were 6 different order 

combinations, e.g., TE - TC vs. TC - TE) could influence the effect of the 

second condition. There were no significant effects (p > .05) of order of 

presentation, or interaction with pace of presentation for either the 

enjoyability or learning measures. Therefore, the conditions were 

collapsed regardless of order of presentation ( e.g., TE - TC and TC - TE 

were combined appropriately). Because the design of the experiment (Latin 

square controlling for order of presentation) and its efficient use of 

participants, it was not statistically possible to include the three pace 

conditions and age of participants in the same analysis. Therefore, 

separate 2 X 2 analyses ( using the condition and age as between-subject 

factors) were conducted for each pair of conditions ( TE & N, TC & N, TE & 

TC), collapsing across order ( e.g., TE - N and N - TE). 

In the following three sections, the multivariate analyses for each 

formal feature question assessing participants' affective responses to 

formal features are reported, followed by the total enjoyability variable. 

The third section presents the analysis of learning associated with the 

three pace conditions. 

Analyses of Formal Features  

It was expected that aging adults, those between 50 - 74 years of 

age, would respond differently to the formal features of slower-and 
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faster-paced television news stories than younger adults aged 18 - 39 

years, e.g., aging adults would think that time-compressed programs were 

too fast, with younger adults believing that time-extended programs were 

too slow. 

Pictures appearinq in natural proqression. A Condition X Age 

multivariate analysis of variance applied to the TE/N groups ( Table 2) 

revealed no significant effect of Age or Condition; there was a 

significant Condition X Age interaction, F ( 1/36) = 4.56, p = .0397, which 

is graphically presented in Figure 7. An examination of this interaction 

revealed that older viewers reported that the normal condition was 

significantly less natural than the time-extended condition, with younger 

viewers reporting the reverse trend, i.e., they perceived the normal pace 

as significantly more natural than the time-extended pace. There was no 

significant difference in the perception of either TE (time-extended) nor 

N ( normal) condition between the two age groups. 

A similar analysis ( Table 2) applied to the TC/N groups revealed no 

significant Age or Condition X Age interaction effect; however, there was 

a significant effect of Condition, F ( 1/33) = 17.70, p = .0002. It was 

found that the normally-paced programs were viewed as more natural than 

programs at the time-compressed pace by all viewers. Analysis of the 

TE/TC groups ( Table 2) revealed a significant effect of Age, F ( 1/38) = 

11.62, p = .0016, and Condition, F ( 1/38) = 12.39, p = .0011, with no 

significant Condition X Age interaction occurring. Thus, it was found 

that older viewers viewed the time-extended and the time-compressed 

conditions as significantly more natural than younger subjects; further-

more, subjects in general viewed the time-extended condition as signifi-

cantly more natural in progression than the time-compressed condition. 
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Table 2 

Formal feature question regarding pictures appearing IN A NATURAL 
PROGRESSION; the analyses and means. 

CONDITIONS 

Age: 

Condition: 

Condition X Age: 

(interaction) 

Aqe: 

Young: 

Old: 

TE-N N-TC TE-TC 

* 

N.S. N.S. .0016 

N.S. .0002 .0011 

0.0397 N.S. N.S. 

TE N 

CONDITIONS 

N TC TE TC 

** 

3.8 4.1 4.1 2.9 3.3 2.6 

4.0 3.8 3.8 3.4 3.9 3.5 

N= 80 N= 74 N= 74 N= 78 N= 80 N= 78 

* level of significance 
** mean level of agreement 
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4.0 

TE = Time-Extended 
N = Normal 

4.1 

3.8 3.8 

Young 

Old 

TE N 

Figure 7. Formal feature question regarding pictures appearing IN A 
NATURAL PROGRESSION for young and old participants under 

normal and time-extended conditions. 
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An examination of these findings revealed that viewers responded 

differently to the 3 paces according to their age; i.e., older viewers 

perceived the slower-paced news stories as more natural; whereas younger 

viewers appeared to view the normal-paced news stories as more natural. 

It was found that, overall, the time-extended and normally paced programs 

were comparable in being viewed as natural in progression, with the time-

compressed programs being viewed as significantly less natural in 

progression. Thus, time-extended programs and normally paced programs 

were perceived as equally natural in progression, whereas time-compressed 

programs were considered less equal as being natural in progression. 

Pace too slowly. A Condition X Age multivariate analysis of 

variance applied to the TE/N groups ( Table 3) revealed a significant 

effect of Age, F ( 1/36) = 4.39, p = .0432; younger viewers viewed both 

conditions as slower than did the older viewers. There was a significant 

effect of Condition, F ( 1/36) = 6.04, p = .0189. The time-extended 

programs were viewed as too slow compared to the normally-paced programs. 

A similar analysis applied to the TC/N groups revealed no 

significant effects of Age nor Condition X Age interaction; however, there 

was a significant effect of Condition, F ( 1/33) = 8.86, p = .0054. The 

time-compressed condition was viewed as not being presented too slowly. 

Analysis of the TE/TC groups revealed no significant effects of Age 

nor Condition X Age interaction. There was, however, a significant effect 

of Condition, F ( 1/38) = 12.39, p = .0000, indicating that all the viewers 

reported the time-compressed condition as not being too slowly presented. 

One can conclude from these analyses that viewers, both young and 

old, appeared to be quite sensitive to alterations in the pacing of TV 

programs; i.e., time-compressed programs were the least to be viewed as 
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Table 3 

Formal feature question regarding PACE TOO SLOWLY; the analyses and means. 

CONDITIONS 

Age: 

Condition: 

Condition X Age: 

(Interaction) 

Age: 

Young: 

Old: 

TE-N N-TC TE-TC 

* 

0.0432 N.S. N.S. 

0.0189 0.0054 0.0000 

N.S. N.S. N.S. 

TE N 

CONDITIONS 

N TO TE TC 

** 

2.5 2.1 2.2 1.6 2.8 1.5 

2.1 2.0 2.0 1.8 2.3 1.8 

N= 80 N= 74 N= 74 N= 78 11= 80 N= 78 

* level of significance 
** mean level of agreement 
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too slow, with time-extended being viewed1457Nzhe slowest of the three 

conditions. In light of former research ( e.g., McLachlan, 1979), that 25% 

time-compression and time-extension was considered quite subtle, the 

evidence here indicates that viewers were quite aware of 20% difference in 

pacing. 

Picture chanqes ( edits) were smooth. A multivariate analysis of 

variance applied to the TE/N groups ( Table 4) revealed no significant 

effects of Age or Condition, nor a Condition X Age interaction. 

A similar analysis applied to the TC/N groups revealed no 

significant effect of Age; there was a significant effect of Condition, F 

(1/33) = 40.58, p = .0000; i.e., viewers appeared to be more aware of the 

edits in the time-compressed programs than in normally paced programs. 

There was also a significant Condition X Age interaction, F ( 1/33) = 4.87, 

p = .0343; this is graphically presented in Figure 8. An examination of 

this interaction revealed that younger viewers perceived the contrast 

between the time-compressed and normal conditions in terms of the 

smoothness of picture changes significantly more than the older group. 

Analysis of the TE/TC groups revealed no significant effects of Age 

nor a Condition X Age interaction. There was, however, an effect of 

Condition, F ( 1/38) = 40.38, p = .0000; viewers were more aware of the 

edits in the time-compressed than the time-extended condition. 

It was found that time-extended and normally paced programs were 

comparable in being viewed as having smooth picture changes, with the 

time-compressed programs being viewed as significantly less smooth in its 

picture changes. One can conclude from these analyses that time-extension 

did not influence viewers' perception of smoothness as contrasted with the 

natural program. However, as the pacing increased from normal to being 
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Table 4 

Formal feature question regarding picture changes as being SMOOTH; the 

analyses and means. 

CONDITIONS 

Age: 

Condition: 

Condition X Age: 
(Interaction) 

Acre: 

Young: 

Old: 

TE-N N-TC TE-TC 

* 

N.S. N.S. N.S. 

N.S. 0.0000 0.0000 

N.S. 0.0343 N.S. 

TE N 

CONDITIONS 

N TC TE TC 

** 

3.3 3.4 3.5 2.2 3.4 2.3 

3.2 3.5 3.1 2.4 3.5 2.6 

N= 80 I'T= 74 N= 74 N= 78 N= 80 N= 78 

* level of significance 

** mean level of agreement 
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Figure 8. Formalfeature question regarding picture changes as being 
SMOOTH for young and old participants under the time-compressed 
and normal conditions. 
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time-compressed by 20%, the perception of smoothness of the edits 

apparently decreased. Furthermore, the Condition X Age interaction for 

the TC/N comparision revealed that young adults appeared to be more 

influenced by pacing in their perception of picture changes. This trend 

supports the research in aging and neural decay; i.e., aging viewers may 

see these picture changes smoother due to visual persistence. 

Presented too quickly to absorb content. A multivariate analysis of 

variance applied to the TE/N groups ( Table 5) revealed no significant 

effects of Age, Condition, nor a Condition X Age interaction. Analysis of 

the TC/N groups revealed no significant effect of Age nor a Condition X 

Age interaction; there was a significant effect of Condition, F ( 1/33) = 

67.64, p = .0000. Viewers reported that the time-compressed condition was 

presented significantly too quickly to absorb the content more than under 

normal conditions. 

A similar analysis applied to the TE/TC groups showed no significant 

effect of Age nor Condition X Age interaction; there was a significant 

effect of Condition, F ( 1/38) = 134.49, p = .0000. Both younger and older 

adults reported that the time-compressed conditions were presented too 

quickly to absorb the contents. 

It was found that the time-extended and the normally paced programs 

were comparable in being viewed as not being presented too quickly, with 

the time-compressed programs being viewed as significantly too quickly to 

absorb the content. The analysis of this variable is consistent with the 

earlier findings; i. e., time-compression is not considered subtle and it 

may interfere with the enjoyment and absorbtion of its content. 
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Table 5 

Formal feature question regarding PRESENTED TOO QUICKLY to absorb the 
content; the analyses and means. 

CONDITIONS 

Age: 

Condition: 

Condition X Age: 

(Interaction) 

Aqe: 
Young: 

Old: 

TE-N N-TC TE-TC 

* 

N.S. N.S. N.S. 

N.S. 0.0000 0.0000 

N.S. N.S. N.S. 

TE N 

CONDITIONS 

N TC TE TC 

** 

2.1 2.0 1.9 4.1 1.8 4.3 

2.1 2.2 2.1 3.5 2.1 4.0 

N= 80 N= 74 N= 74 N= 78 N= 80 N= 78 

* level of significance 

** mean level of agreement 
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Pictures meanincifully illustrated. The three multivariate analyses 

(Table 6) revealed no significant effects related to this variable. 

Thus, time-extended, normal and time-compressed programs appeared to be 

comparable in being viewed as having meaningful pictures. 
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Table 6 

Formal feature question regarding PICTURES MEANINGFULNESS ILLUSTRATED; 

analyses and means. 

CONDITIONS 

Age: 

Condition: 

Condition X Age: 

(Interaction) 

Aqe: 

Young: 

Old: 

TE-N N-TC TE-TC 

* 

N. S. N. S. N. S. 

N. S. N. S. N. S. 

N. S. N. S. N. S. 

TE 

CONDITIONS 

N N TC TE TC 

** 

4.0 4.2 4.0 3.6 3.7 3.3 

4.1 3.9 3.9 3.8 3.9 3.7 

N= 80 N= 74 N= 74 N= 78 N= 80 11= 78 

*p level of significance 

** mean level of agreement 
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Picture chanqes ( edits) were too abrupt. A multivariate analysis of 

variance applied to the TE/N groups ( Table 7) revealed no significant 

effects of Age, Condition, nor a Condition X Age interaction. A similar 

analysis ( Table 7) applied to the TC/N groups revealed no significant 

effect of Age nor Condition X Age interaction. There was a significant 

effect of Condition, F ( 1/33) = 43.63, p = .0000. It was found that 

subjects viewed the edits in the normally-paced programs as less abrupt 

than those in the time-compressed programs. Similarly, in the analysis 

for the TE/TC groups, there was also no significant effect of Age nor a 

Condition X Age interaction; there was a similar significant effect of 

Condition, F ( 1/38) = 45.06, p = .0000. 

These findings indicate that time-compression results in viewers 

perceiving edits as too abrupt, with that of time-extended and normally 

paced programs being comparable in being viewed as having lower levels of 

abruptness in its picture changes. Thus, time compression may be 

disconcerting to viewers. Time-extension apparently did not influence 

viewers' perception of abruptness. One should note that these trends were 

the same as those found when viewers were asked to rate smoothness of 

picture changes. 
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Table 7 

Formal feature question regarding PICTURE CHANGES WERE TOO ABRUPT; the 

analyses and means. 

CONDITIONS 

Age: 

Condition: 

Condition X Age: 
(Interaction) 

Aqe: 
Young: 

Old: 

TE-N N-TC TE-TC 

* 

N.S. N.S. N.S. 

N.S. 0.0000 0.0000 

N.S. N.S. N.S. 

TE N 

CONDITIONS 

N TC TE TC 

** 

2.2 2.2 2.]. 3.6 2.4 3.8 

2.1 2.2 2.2 3.4 2.2 3.8 

N= 80 N= 74 N= 74 N= 78 N= 80 N= 78 

* 2 level of significance 
** mean level of agreement 
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Pictures changed too rapidly. A multivariate analysis applied to 

the TE/N groups revealed no significant effects of Age, Condition, nor 

Condition X Age interaction. A similar analysis for the TC/N groups 

(Table 8) revealed no significant effect of Age; there was a significant 

effect of Condition, F ( 1/33) = 97.32, p = .0000, which revealed that 

viewers perceived the time-compressed. pace in programs as being too rapid, 

as contrasted with normally-paced programs. The Condition X Age 

interaction was also significant, F ( 1/33) = 4.22, p = .0481, and is 

graphically presented in Figure 9. An examination of this interaction 

revealed that younger viewers preceived the TC (time-compressed) condition 

as significantly different from older viewers. That is, younger viewers 

perceived a greater contrast in that pictures changed too rapidly than the 

older viewers when programs were time-compressed. Both age groups 

perceived a significant difference between the two conditions, TC (time-

compressed) and N ( normal). 

The analysis for the TE/TC groups showed no significant effect of 

Age nor a Condition X Age interaction. There was an effect of Condition, 

F ( 1/38) = 199.35, p = .0000, with time-compressed programs being 

considered as significantly containing pictures that changed too rapidly 

for the enjoyment of both age groups. 

These analyses confirm once more that viewers perceive 20% time-

compression as too rapid, with the slower-paced, time-extended and 

normally paced programs being about right. It was found that the time-

extended and normally paced programs were comparable in being perceived as 

not too rapid, whereas the time-compressed programs were viewed as 

significantly too rapid. Furthermore, in the TC/N analysis and the age 

contrast within the Condition X Age interaction, younger adults apparently 
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Table 8 

Formal feature question regarding PICTURES CHANGED TOO RAPIDLY; the 
analyses and means. 

CONDITIONS 

Age: 

Condition: 

Condition X Age: 

(Interaction) 

Aqe: 
Young: 

Old: 

TB-N N-TC TE-TC 

* 

N.S. N.S. N.S. 

N.S. 0.0000 0.0000 

N.S. 0.048]. N.S. 

TE N 

CONDITIONS 

N TC TB TC 

** 

2.3 2.3 2.1 4.4 2.0 4.4 

2.1 2.3 2.1 3.6 2.0 4.1 

N= 80 N= 74 N= 74 N= 78 N= 80 N= 78 

* level of significance 

** mean level of agreement 
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viewed time-compression as too rapid more than the older viewers. Also, 

in the TE/TC analysis, the younger adults ( as well as the older adults) 

viewed time-compression as too rapid. These findings are inconsistent 

with what was expected in this study, that younger adults wouldn't 

perceive time-compressed programs as too fast for their taste. 
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Figure 9. Formal feature question regarding PICTURES CHANGING TOO 
RAPIDLY for young and old participants under the time-
compressed and normal conditions. 
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Pictures too busy ( complex). A multivariate analysis applied to the 

TE/N groups ( Table 9) revealed no significant effects of Age, Condition, 

nor a Condition X Age interaction. A similar analysis applied to the TC/N 

groups revealed no significant effect of Age nor Condition X Age 

interaction. There was a significant effect of Condition, F ( 1/33) = 

28.78, p = .0000. Subjects reported that time-compression made the 

pictures appear too busy to be fully understood. Analysis of the TE/TC 

groups revealed the same trends; i.e., no significant effects of Age nor 

Condition X Age interaction, but a significant effect of Condition, F 

(1/38) = 67.01, p = .0000, again indicating that time-compression resulted 

in subjects viewing the pictures as too busy or complex to be fully 

understood. Thus, it was found that the time-extended and the normally 

paced programs were comparable in being viewed as not being complex, with 

the time-compressed programs being viewed as significantly more complex or 

busy; thus time-compression may impede viewers' understanding of the 

visuals. 
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Table 9 

Formal feature question regarding THE PICTURES WERE TOO BUSY OR COMPLEX; 

the analyses and means 

CONDITIONS 

Age: 

Condition: 

Condition X Age: 

(Interaction) 

Age: 

Young: 

Old: 

TE-N N-TC TE-TC 

* 

N.S. N.S. N.S. 

N.S. 0.0000 0.0000 

N.S. N.S. N.S. 

TE N 

CONDITIONS 

N TC TE TC 

** 

1.9 1.8 1.9 3.0 1.9 3.5 

1.9 1.9 2.1 2.6 2.0 3.3 

N= 80 N= 74 N= 74 N= 78 N= 80 N= 78 

*p level of significance 

** mean level of agreement 
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Need to be PHOTOGRAPHED IN BOLDER DETAIL ( UP CLOSER. The analysis 

of the TE/N groups revealed no significant effects of Age, Condition nor 

a Condition X Age interaction. A similar analysis applied to the TC/N 

groups ( Table 10) revealed no significant effect of Age nor a Condition X 

Age interaction. However, there was a significant effect of Condition, F 

(1/33) = 6.54, p = .0153. Subjects exposed to time-compression reported 

the need for bolder detail compared with those viewing the programs at 

normal speed. The same trend occurred in the analysis of the TE/TC 

groups; only the effect of Condition was significant, F ( 1/38) = 16.47, 

p = .0002. 

It was found that the time-extended and normally paced programs were 

comparable in being viewed as having equal amounts of boldness in visual 

detail, with the time-compressed programs being viewed as significantly 

less bold in its visual detail. These analyses indicate that time-

compression results in viewers wanting more detail or bolder images, 

perhaps to compensate for the faster pace so that the images can be fully 

mentally comprehended. 
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Table 10 

Formal feature question regarding need to be PHOTOGRAPHED IN BOLDER DETAIL 
(UP CLOSER); the analyses and means. 

CONDITIONS 

Age: 

Condition: 

Condition X Age: 

(Interaction) 

AcTe: 

Young: 

Old: 

TE-N N-TC TE-TC 

* 

N.S. N.S. N.S. 

N.S. 0.0153 0.0002 

N.S. N.S. N.S. 

TE N 

CONDITIONS 

N TC TE TC 

** 

2.4 2.6 2.3 2.8 2.5 3.2 

2.0 2.2 2.3 2.8 2.5 3.1 

I'I= 80 N= 74 N= 74 N= 78 N= 80 N= 78 

* level of significance 
** mean level of agreement 
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Presented too slowly to absorb content. The analysis applied to the 

TE/N groups ( Table 11) revealed significant effects of Age, Condition and 

the Condition X Age interaction. The effect of Age, F ( 1/36) = 4.61, p = 

.0386 revealed that younger viewers overall viewed both conditions as too 

slow as contrasted with older viewers. The effect of Condition, F ( 1/36) 

= 7.16, p = .0111, revealed that the TE (time-extended) programs were 

viewed as too slow compared to the normally-paced programs. The effect of 

Condition X Age interaction was also significant, F ( 1/36) = 9.75, p = 

.0035, and is graphically presented in Figure 10. An examination of this 

interaction revealed that younger viewers viewed the time-extended pace as 

significantly different from the normal pace; whereas the older group 

perceived no difference between normally and time-extended paced programs. 

Furthermore, under the TE (time-extended) condition there was no 

difference in the perception between the two age groups; whereas, under 

the N ( normal) condition a significant difference in perception occurred. 

older viewers disagreed that normally paced programs were presented too 

slowly to absorb content, while younger viewers perceived this pace as 

about right. 

The analysis of the TC/N groups revealed significant effects of Age, 

Condition as well as a Condition X Age interaction. The effect of Age, F 

(1/33) = 4.67, p = .038, revealed that the younger-aged group perceived 

the time-compressed programs as not too slowly presented in contrast with 

the older-aged group. The effect of Condition F ( 1/33) = 33.65, p = .000, 

revealed that both young and old groups of adults disagreed that the time-

compressed condition was too slowly presented compared to the normally 

paced programs. The significant Condition X Age interaction, F ( 1/33) = 

11.37, p = .0019, is graphically presented in Figure 11. 
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Table 11 

Formal feature question regarding PRESENTED TOO SLOWLY TO ABSORB CONTENT;  

the analyses and means. 

CONDITIONS 

Age: 

Condition: 

Condition X Age: 

(Interaction) 

Acre: 

Young: 

Old: 

TE-N N-TC TE-TC 

* 

0.0386 0.038 N.S. 

0.0111 0.0000 0.0001 

0.0035 0.0019 0.0025 

CONDITIONS 

TE N N TC TE TC 

** 

2.6 1.9 2.1 1.2 2.7 1.4 

1.9 2.0 2.0 1.8 2.1 1.9 

N= 80 N= 74 N= 74 N= 78 N= 80 N= 78 

* 2 level of significance 

** mean level of agreement 
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Figure 10. Formal feature question regarding the story being PRESENTED 

TOO SLOWLY TO ABSORB CONTENT for young and old participants 

under the time-extended and normal conditions. 
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Figure 11. Formal feature question regarding the story being PRESENTED 

TOO SLOWLY TO ABSORB CONTENT for young and old participants 

under the time-compressed and normal conditions. 
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An examination of this interaction revealed that younger viewers 

reported a greater and significant contrast in their perception that the 

story was presented too slowly to absorb content between the time-

compressed and normal paced programs. The older viewers perceptions 

between the two conditions was not significantly different. There was no 

difference in their perception of the normally-paced programs, however 

there was a significant difference in perception of the TC ( time-

compressed) programs. Younger viewers reported disagreeing strongly that 

TC (time-compressed) programs were presented too slowly to absorb content 

compared to the older viewers, who reported a mild disagreement that TC 

(time-compressed) programs were presented too slowly to absorb content. 

The analysis of the TE/TC groups revealed no significant effect of 

Age; there were significant effects of Condition and Condition X Age 

interaction. The effect of Condition, F ( 1/38) = 19.12, p = .0001, re-

vealed that older viewers did not report a difference between the two 

conditions, they disagreed that both time-compressed and time-extended 

programs were presented equally too slowly to absorb content. The signi-

ficant Condition X Age interaction, F ( 1/38) = 10.52, p = .0025 is graphi-

cally presented in Figure 12. An examination of this interaction revealed 

that both younger and older viewers disagreed that TC (time-compressed) 

programs were presented too slowly to absorb content, with younger viewers 

disagreeing significantly more strongly than older viewers. 

In summary, a progression was found across the 3 pace conditions: 

the time-extended programs were viewed as the slowest, the normally paced 

programs as slower, and the time-compressed programs as the fastest. This 

demonstrates once more that viewers were able to distinguish between the 

various rates of presentation. 
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Figure 12: Formal feature questions regarding the story being 

PRESENTED TOO SLOWLY TO ABSORB CONTENT for young and old 

participants under the time-extended and time-compressed 

conditions. 
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The preceeding analyses of responses to attributes of pace provide 

considerable support for the reactive theory that formal features such as 

pace affect viewers' perceptions. The 3 pace conditions were successful, 

overall, in being viewed as different, even though the content was 

identical, i.e., formal features do make a difference in perception. 

Accordingly, this investigation leads to questions regarding program 

content, ( a) do changes in pace influece program enjoyability and ( b) 

affect the learning of its content? 

Analysis of En-joyability. 

The scores for all the responses to content enjoyability ( e.g., 

"this story was enjoyable", "this story was worthwhile") were summed to 

produce a total enjoyability score. A multivariate analysis of variance 

applied to the TE/N groups revealed no significant effects of Age, 

Condition, nor a Condition X Age interaction. A similar analysis applied 

to the TC/N groups ( Table 12) revealed no significant effect of Age nor a 

Condition X Age interaction. There iias a significant effect of Condition, 

F ( 1/33) = 13.67, p = .0008. Overall, subjects enjoyed the normally-paced 

programs considerable more than the time-compressed programs. 

In a similar analysis applied to the TE/TC groups ( Table 12), no 

significant effect of Age nor a Condition X Age interaction were found. 

There was a significant effect of Condition, F ( 1/38) = 24.66, p = .0000. 

Once again, subjects enjoyed the time-extended programs more than the 

time-compressed programs. 

An examination of these 3 analyses revealed that the time-extended 

and the normally-paced programs were equally enjoyable, with the time-

compressed programs being significantly less enjoyable. Age did not 
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Table 12 

TOTAL ENJOYABILITY; the analyses and means. 

CONDITIONS 

Age: 

Condition: 

Condition X Age: 

(Interaction) 

Aqe: 
Young: 

Old: 

TE-N N-TC TE-TC 

* 

N.S. N.S. N.S. 

N.S. 0.0008 0.0000 

N.S. N.S. N.S. 

CONDITIONS 

TE N N TC TE TC 

** 

34.8 36.2 34.6 29.1 31.7 24.9 

34.8 34.6 34.0 30.8 33.2 27.1 

N= 80 N= 74 N= 74 N= 78 N= 80 N=78 

* 2 level of significance 

** mean level of agreement 
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appear to influence the overall enjoyability. The results provided no 

support for the hypothesis; age level was not differentially related to 

the enjoyment of differently paced programs, i.e., time-compressed 

programs were not enjoyed more by young participants and time-extended 

programs were not enjoyed more by older participants. 

Analysis of learninq  

Assuming that older viewers require more time in order to process 

visual information relative to younger individuals ( Phillips & Sternthal, 

1977), then television news stories which are slower and presumably 

visually match older viewers' speed of mental processing should be the 

most comfortable and should allow more time for learning than programs in 

which the visual pacing is too rapid ( faster than their mental processing 

speed). Conversely, for young adults, visual pacing which is too slow 

(slower than their mental processing speed) may be too boring or under-

stimulating, with the result being less enjoyment and concentration and, 

therefore, less learning relative to programs which are presented at a 

faster pace. The reverse trend was expected for time-compressed programs. 

This hypothesis was tested by three multivariate analyses: total 

learning ( regardless of modality), learning associated with information 

which was only orally presented, and learning of information which was 

presented both visually and orally. 

Total learninq. A multivariate analysis of variance ( Condition and 

Age as the factors) applied to the TE/N groups ( Table 13) revealed a 

significant effect of Age, F ( 1/36) = 28.75, p = .0000. Younger adults 

learned more information from both paced programs than did the older 

adults. The Condition and Condition X Age interaction effects were not 
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Table 13 

TOTAL INFORMATION learned; the analyses and means. 

CONDITIONS 

Age: 

Condition: 

Condition X Age: 

(Interaction) 

Aqe: 

Young: 

Old: 

TE-N N-TC TE-TC 

* 

0.0000 N.S. N.S. 

N.S. 0.0093 0.0000 

N.S. N.S. N.S. 

TE N 

CONDITIONS 

N TC TE TC 

** 

8.4 8.5 7.6 6.4 7.5 6.0 

6.9 5.7 6.6 5.5 7.5 5.3 

N= 80 N= 74 N= 74 N= 78 N= 80 N= 78 

* 2 level of significance 
** mean level of agreement 
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significant. 

A similar analysis applied to the TC/N groups ( Table 13) revealed no 

significant effect of Age nor a Condition X Age interaction. However, 

there was a significant effect of Condition, F ( 1/33) = 7.62, p = .0093, 

indicating that viewers learned more information when the stories were 

presented at a normal pace than at a time-compressed pace. 

The analysis applied to the TE/TC groups ( Table 13) revealed no 

significant effect of Age nor a Condition X Age interaction. There was a 

significant effect of Condition, F ( 1/38) = 42.36, p = .0000, and again it 

was found that there was less learning under the time-compressed condition 

than when programs were time-extended. There was no significant Condition 

X Age interaction. 

An examination of these analyses revealed that time-compression 

impaired learning of the information contained in news stories for young 

as well as older adults; learning under the time-extended and normally 

paced programs was equivalent. Furthermore, it did not appear that time-

extension provided any help for older viewers for their overall learning 

of information when compared to learning in the normally-paced programs. 

There was some evidence that younger viewers may learn more than older 

viewers under the time-extended and normal conditions. 

Learninq of information orally presented. Seven of the 

informational questions were based on information presented orally ( voice-

over and narrative). A multivariate analysis of variance applied to these 

data for the TE/N groups ( Table 14) revealed a significant effect of Age, 

F ( 1/36) = 19.25, p = .0001. Younger viewers learned more from orally 

presented material than older viewers. There were no effects of Condition 

or Condition X Age interaction. A similar analysis applied to the TC/N 
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Table 14 

Learning of information ORALLY presented; the analyses and means. 

CONDITIONS 

Age: 

Condition: 

Condition X Age: 

(Interaction) 

Acre: 

Young: 

Old: 

TE-N N-TC TE-TC 

* 

0.0001 0.0491 N.S 

N.S. 0.0005 0.0000 

N.S. N.S. N.S. 

TE 

CONDITIONS 

N N TC TE TC 

** 

5.4 5.7 5.2 3.9 5.0 3.9 

4.5 3.7 4.4 3.1 5.1 3.3 

N= 80 N= 74 11= 74 N= 78 N= 80 N= 78 

* 2 level of significance 
** mean level of agreement 
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groups ( Table 14) also revealed a significant effect of Age, F ( 1/33) = 

4.17, p = .0491, which revealed that younger adult viewers learned 

significantly more from the orally presented information than older 

viewers. The Condition effect was also significant, F ( 1/33) = 15.00, p 

= .0005, indicating that there was more learning with the normally-paced 

programs than with the time-compressed programs. There was no significant 

Condition X Age interaction. 

A similar analysis applied to the TE/TC groups ( Table 14) revealed 

no significant effect of Age nor a Condition X Age interaction. However, 

there was a significant effect of Con1ition, F ( 1/38) = 34.62, p = .0000, 

indicating less learning of orally presented information under the time-

compressed than under the time-extended condition. 

It was found that the time-extended and the normally paced programs 

were comparable in producing learning from orally presented information, 

with time-compression significantly reducing the ability to learn orally 

presented information. The significant effects of age revealed that the 

younger adults learned more from the stories' oral narrative and 

descriptive commentary than the older group. 

Learninq of information orally and visually presented. Three of the 

informational questions were based on information presented orally (voice-

over and narrative) as well as presented visually. A multivariate 

analysis of variance applied to these data for the TE/N groups ( Table 15) 

revealed a significant effect of Age, F ( 1/36) = 27.04, p = .0000. Young 

adults learned more than the group of older adults when the information 

was presented in two modes ( oral & visual). There was no effect of 

Condition nor a Condition X Age interaction. 
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Table 15 

Learning of information ORALLY AND VISUALLY presented; analyses and means. 

CONDITIONS 

Age: 

Condition: 

Condition X Age: 
(Interaction) 

Aqe: 
Young: 

Old: 

TE-N N-TC TE-TC 

* 

0.0000 N.S. N.S. 

N.S. N.S. 0.0166 

N.S. N.S. N.S. 

TE N 

CONDITIONS 

N TC TE TC 

** 

2.9 2.8 2.4 2.6 2.5 2.1 

2.4 2.1 2.2 2.4 2.5 2.0 

N= 80 N= 74 N= 74 N= 78 N= 80 N= 78 

* 2 level of significance 
** mean level of agreement 
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A similar analysis applied to the TC/N groups revealed no 

significant effects for Age, Condition, nor Condition X Age interaction. 

The analysis of the TE/TC groups ( Table 15) revealed no significant 

effect of Age nor a Condition X Age interaction. However, there was a 

significant effect of Condition, F ( 1/38) = 6.28, p = .0166, indicating 

that time-compression interfered with learning compared with that under 

the time-extended condition. 

It was found that significantly more learning took place under the 

time-extended condition than under the time-compressed condition, although 

no significant increases were found in learning between the time-extended 

and normally paced programs, or between the normally paced and time-

compressed programs. 

These analyses lead to two conclusions. First, the faster-paced 

news stories resulted in less learning of orally and visually presented 

material when compared with time-extended presentations. Second, young 

adults may learn somewhat more information than older adults, especially 

when examining the TE/N contrast. It. should be noted, however, that when 

either time-compressed and time-extended programs were compared to the 

normally-paced programs, there was no difference in learning; it was only 

when the two extremes ( faster-than-normal versus slower-than-normal) were 

compared that a difference in learning appeared. 
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Subsidiary Analysis  

In order to further elucidate the relationships between the time-

alteration of news stories and viewers' enjoyment and learning, 

correlations were computed between the education level of the participants 

and two media use variables ( total TV watched and total news watched) 

under each of the pace conditions. This was done for the two age groups 

separately as well as for the two groups combined. 

En-i oyability of Proqrams  

There were 3 significant correlations between education level and 

enjoyment of content. For the younger group of participants, there was a 

significant correlation between educational level and enjoyment under the 

TC (time-compressed) condition r = .38, p = .02 ( Table 16). That is, the 

higher the level of education of young participants, the more they enjoyed 

the time-compressed programs. However, under the N ( normal) and TE ( time-

extended) conditions, no significant correlations were found. 

For the older group of participants, there was a significant 

correlation between educational level and enjoyment under the TE (time-

extended) condition r = -. 37, p = .02 ( Table 16); and a significant 

correlation was also found under the N ( normal) condition, r = -. 40, p = 

.02. That is, the higher the level of education of older participants, 

the less they enjoyed the time-extended and the normally paced programs. 

Under the TC ( time-compressed) condition, there was no significant 

correlation between educational level and enjoyment. 

An examination of the correlations between level of education and 

enjoyability across the 3 paces of programs revealed an age trend: for 

older viewers, there was a decreasing relationship between educational 
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Table 16 

Correlations between educational level and total enjoyability of program, 

calculated separately for each pace condition. 

Time-extended 

Young 

Old 

Total 

Young 

Old 

Total 

Young 

Old 

Total 

Level of 

Education 

hrs. of TV hrs. of News 

watched viewing 

.05, P=.78 -.11, P=.51 .27, P=.09 

-.37, P=.02 -.00, P=1.0 -.11, P=.50 

-.21, P=.06 -.06, P=.59 .11, P=.33 

Level of 

Education 

Normal 

hrs. of TV hrs. of News 

watched viewing 

.06, P=.72 .02, P=.93 .19, P=.26 

-.40, P=.02 -.02, P=.92 .05, P=.79 

-.23, P=.05 .01, P=.9 .12, P=.31 

Level of 
Education 

Time-compressed 

hrs. of TV hrs. of News 

watched viewing 

.38, P=.02 -.18, P=.29 -.13, P=.42 

-.11, P=.50 -.11, P=.50 .13, P=.46 

.07, P=.54 -.15, P=.19 -.04, P=.74 
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level and enjoyment, i.e., as the pace increased from TE ( time-extended) 

and N ( Normal) to TC (time-compressed), the correlations decreased; but 

for younger viewers, the correlations increased. These results indicate 

that as educational level of viewers increases, there is an increased 

enjoyment of time-compressed contents. An examination of the results for 

the combined group (young and old participants) supports this trend; i.e., 

the correlations shift from negative correlations for the TE (time-

extended) and N ( normal) conditions to a positive correlation for the TC 

(time-compressed) condition. 

The media use variables ( total TV watched and total news watched) 

were not significantly correlated with educational level for either age 

group. 

Learning  

There were 3 significant correlations between educational level and 

total learning. For the older group, there was a significant correlation 

between educational level and total learning, under the TC (time-

compressed) condition r = .36, p = .02 ( Table 17). That is, the higher 

the level of education of older viewers, the more they learned the time-

compressed contents. There were no significant correlations under the N 

(normal) or under the TE (time-extended) conditions. There were no 

significant correlations for the younger group under any of the 3 

conditions. 

The combined group of young and old participants revealed 2 

significant correlations between level of education and learning. Under 

the N ( normal) condition, the correlation was r = .29, p = .01 ( Table 17); 
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Table 17 

Correlations between educational level and total learning, calculated 

separately for each pace condition. 

Time-extended 

Young 

Old 

Total 

Young 

Old 

Total 

Young 

Old 

Total 

Level of 
Education 

hrs. of TV hrs. of News 
watched viewing 

.16, P=.32 -.05, P=.76 .18, P=.26 

.21, P=.18 -.04, P=.80 .09, P=.60 

.21, P=.07 -.02, P=.85 .16, P=.15 

Level of 

Education 

Normal 

hrs. of TV hrs. of News 

watched viewing 

.07, P=.69 -.26, P.12 .00, P=1.0 

.29, P=.08 -.10, P=.56 .09, P=.61 

.29, P=.01 .10, P=.42 

Level of 

Education 

Time-compressed 

hrs. of TV hrs. of News 

watched viewing 

.05, P=.76 -.09, P=.60 -.18, P=.28 

.36, P=.02 -.08, P=.64 -.12, P=.48 

.26, P=.02 -.07, P=.56 -.14, P=.24 
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and under the TC (time-compressed) condition, the correlation was r = .26, 

p = .02. That is, for the combined group, the higher the educational 

level of the participants, the more they learned under the N ( normal) and 

the TC ( time-compressed) condition. The combined group under the TE 

(time-extended) condition, however, revealed no significant correlation. 

An important trend emerged when examining these correlations across 

the 3 pace conditions ( Table 17). First, for the older group, the 

correlations increased from TE (r = .21) -, N ( r = .29) -4 TC ( r = .36), 

revealing as pace increased, the relationship between educational level 

and learning increased. Similarly, for the combined group, the 

correlations under N ( normal) and TC (time-extended) conditions were both 

significant (p = .01 and p = .02, respectively), with that under the TE 

(time-extended) condition not reaching significance. Thus, it appears 

that higher levels of education is an advantage in learning for the 

general population when the news programs are either normally paced or 

time-compressed. 

The media use variables ( total TV watched and total news watched) 

and educational level were not significantly correlated under the three 

conditions. 
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DISCUSSION 

In the present study, it was predicted that the rate of presentation 

of news stories would influence viewers' enjoyment of the programs and 

their learning of contents. Their responses to the formal features of 

time-alteration was also assessed. 

The discussion is divided into four sections. First, the major 

findings will be presented and interpreted. Second, some of the 

limitations of the study will be outlined, and third, implications for 

future research will be discussed. Fourth, the implications of the 

present research for the TV industry will be outlined. 

Interpretations of Results  

It was predicted that aging adults, those between 50 - 75 years of 

age, would enjoy and learn more contents while viewing slower-paced 

television news stories than younger adults aged 18 -39 years, with the 

reverse trend for faster-paced stories. 

In this discussion, the major findings are presented regarding total 

enjoyability, learning, and finally, formal feature assessments. Table 16 

presents a summary of all the findings related to pace of the news 

stories. 
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Table 18 

Summary of all analyses, regarding the effects of pacing on the 
enjoyability of programs, learning, and perceptions of formal features. 

TOTAL ENJOYABILITY MEANS TE = N > TC 

LEARNING MEANS 

Total information 

Oral information 

Oral & visual information 

FORMAL FEATURE MEANS 

Pictures appeared in a natural progression: 

Pace or speed of the pictures changed too slowly: 

Pace or speed of the pictures changed too rapidly: 

Picture changes were too abrupt: 

Picture changes were smooth: 

TE = N > TC 

TE = N > TC 

TE = N = TC 

> 

TE = N > TC 

TE > N > TC 

TE = N < TC 

TE = N < TC 

TE = N > TC 

Story was presented too quickly to absorb content: TE = N < TC 

Story was presented too slowly to absorb content: TE > N > TC 

Pictures meaningfully served to illustrate: TE = N = TC 

Pictures were too busy or complex: TE = N < TC 

Should have been photographed in bolder detail: TE = N < TC 
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Total Enloyability  

It was predicted that when pacing of programs is slowed ( as in time-

extension), older viewers' enjoyment may be enhanced, with a reverse trend 

expected for younger viewers. The results did not support this 

prediction. It was found that older TV viewers as well as younger viewers 

enjoyed the contents equally well when the news stories were presented at 

normal and at time-extended rates. That is, viewers' enjoyment of 

programs did not significantly increase as the pace was altered. One 

explanation may be that viewers are accustomed to the normal pace and may, 

therefore, be used to this pace, thus creating a certain level of comfort. 

The time-extended pace, though in reality different, may have been 

perceived as only subtly different;, and once viewers have a certain 

optimum level of enjoyability associated with normal paces, little 

increase is possible. On the other hand, when the programs were time-

compressed, viewers enjoyed the news stories significantly less than those 

presented either at the normal pace or at the time-extended pace. Two 

explanations for the decrease in enjoyability are suggested. First, 

participants were very aware of the time-compressed pace, and since this 

deviates from their usual experience and enjoyment associated with 

normally paced news stories, there was a decrease in enjoyment. Second, 

a combination of viewers' visual information overload (Yoakam & Cremer, 

1989) and viewers' inability to process the information (Weiss, 1959; 

Krull, Watt & Lichty, 1977; Phillips & Sternhal, 1977) over an apparent 

abnormal timeframe ( relative to the normal pace) decreased the potential 

enjoyability of viewers. 

Neither of the age groups enjoyed the faster-paced programs relative 

to the normally paced and the time-extended programs. Two additional 
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explanations may possibly account for the lack of differentiation between 

the two age groups. First, the representativeness of the average age of 

the groups may have influenced the findings. That is, the difference 

between the age of the groups may not have been sufficiently large enough 

to manifest significant differences in enjoyability under the three rates 

of presentation; i.e., although the trends were in the predicted 

direction, a larger spread between age groups would likely have produced 

a greater difference in perceptions of enjoyability. For instance, if the 

composition of the younger group had been younger ( e.g., with an average 

age of 18 years), and the older group had been made up of more elderly 

participants ( e.g., with an average age of 75 years), the assumed 

difference in information processing speeds and neural capacity between 

the age groups would likely have resulted in greater differences between 

the groups in their enjoyability among the three pace conditions. Another 

factor was the high level of education of the participants; i,e., a 

majority of participants in both groups had acquired some level of 

advanced education and may, therefore, not be representative of the 

population as a whole ( e.g., 45% had some college or university education, 

19% received a college or university degree, and 13% acquired more than 1 

degree). Since higher levels of education are positively correlated with 

higher abilities of information processing ( Krull, et al., 1977), 

including lower levels of education would likely have increased the 

variability as well as resulted in lower levels of enjoyability as rate of 

pace increased. The present study found positive correlations between 

higher levels of education and enjoyment of time-compression for both age 

groups, providing further support for this explanation. 
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Second, the active theory of media effects assumes that visual 

attention to television is largely under the cognitive control of viewers 

as part of their mental schema (Graesser, Higginbotham, Robertson & Smith, 

1978; Pichert & Anderson, 1977; Schank & Abelson, 1977; Anderson & Lorch, 

1983). It is possible that people over the years have been exposed to 

many time-altered media forms ( e.g., slow dream sequences in movies, fast 

TV commercials, format manipulations in Much Music) to such an extent that 

viewers are now very familiar with these time-alterations and are able to 

adapt their cognitive thought processes accordingly. Consequently, 

experienced TV viewers of these time-altered forms may not manifest 

significantly different responses to various pacing conditions. 

There was a trend between viewers' level of education and 

enjoyability of programs as the pace increased ( from time-extended through 

normal to time-compressed); that is, as the level of education of viewers 

increased, there was relatively more enjoyment of the faster-paced 

programs by those with more education, relative to those with less 

education. This trend occured for each age group. One explanation for 

this finding may be that as the pace of the information increased, those 

viewers with higher levels of education were better able to mentally 

process the programs' content; whereas, viewers with lower levels of 

formal education may be disadvantaged in their ability to process program 

contents. This finding is consistent with previous studies on the 

correlation of information processing and levels of education ( Krull et. 

al. 1977). This inability to more fully process the faster-paced news 

stories may also influence participants' degree of enjoyability of the 

programs. 
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Learninq of information 

Total Learninq. It was found that viewers learned equally well when 

the news stories were presented at a normal pace or at a time-extended 

pace. However, the time-compression of news stories significantly reduced 

viewers' learning of the information contents in the programs, when 

contrasted with stories at the normal pace or time-extended pace. These 

findings support the assumption that in the normally paced and time-

extended programs, there is more time available to learn than in the time-

compressed programs, thus more learning is possible. This is consistent 

with the research on shortened time-spans to process the information 

(Weiss, 1959; Kru].l, Watt & Lichty, 1977; Phillips & Sternhal, 1977). 

Another explanation for the decrease in learning under time-compression 

may be that viewers grappled with the emotional effects of information 

overload ( Yoakam & Cremer, 1989), resulting in lesser learning. An 

explanation for the lack of difference in the amount of learning between 

the normally and the time-extended paces may be that the normal pace 

already closely matched the mental processing speed of viewers, thus 

creating an optimum learning situation; therefore, any additional time ( as 

in time-extended) was unnecessary to increase learning efficiency. 

In the present study, findings emerged which indicate that when news 

stories were presented at a normal pace and at a time-compressed pace, 

viewers with more formal education appeared to learn more information than 

viewers with lower amounts of higher. education. This was not the case 

with time-extended programs. One explanation may be that those 

individuals with higher levels of education have repeatedly exercised and 

honed their abilities to process and comprehend information, thus likely 

have optimized their use of mental capabilities ( Krull, 1977). 
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Consequently, these viewers probably learn more under most conditions. 

However, when programs are slowed ( time-extended), the apparent benefits 

of well-developed learning abilities in those with higher levels of formal 

schooling decrease. Thus, presented with sufficient time to learn, as in 

time-extension, viewers with lower levels of education learned equally 

well as those with higher levels of formal education. Another way to look 

at this is that the slower pace may more closely match the mental 

processing speed of viewers with lower levels of education; thus, they too 

are capable of mentally processing the information equally well and, 

therefore, learn to the same degree as those with more formal schooling. 

There was no evidence for the prediction that older viewers would 

learn more information from slower paced news stories than younger 

viewers. Also slower paced programs did not improve learning for older 

viewers when compared with normally paced programs. An explanation for 

these findings is that the normally paced programs presented the 

information sufficiently slowly for learning to take place, with the 

additional time available with time-extension being unnecessary. However, 

when older viewers were presented with information at an accelerated or 

time-compressed rate, considerably less learning took place, indicating 

insufficient time for processing and the learning of the information 

content of the programs. 

It was found that in the time-compressed condition, the higher the 

level of education of older viewers, the more they learned. This finding 

is consistent with previous research on rate of information processing and 

education (Krull, et. al., 1977) which revealed that level of education is 

positively correlated with mental processing speed. Thus, when news 

stories were presented at an accelerated rate ( time-compressed), those 
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individuals with higher levels of formal education appeared better 

mentally equipped to learn information than participants who had lower 

levels of education. 

The prediction regarding different levels of learning between older 

and younger viewers was based on research in aging. Previous research has 

shown that with aging, a reduction in learning proficiency takes place 

(e.g., Birren, 1974). Other studies have also reported mental declines 

for older adults in their ability to process information (Weiss, 1959; 

Krull, Watt & Lichty, 1977; Phillips & Sternhal, 1977). In the present 

study, it is likely that the older adult group was not sufficiently old 

enough to reveal the potentially debilitating effects of mental decline on 

the learning of TV content. Furthermore, 60% of the older group and 95% 

of the younger group had at least some college or university experience; 

thus, the age groups cannot be regarded as generally representative of the 

general population, thereby decreasing the likelihood of finding a 

difference between the two age groups. Additionally, it is possible that 

since most people in society have increasingly been exposed to time-

alterations in their TV viewing ( including news), they have adapted to 

these differing rates of information, especially slow-motion which has 

been used for several decades in motion pictures and instant replays in 

television sports. Thus, even with extra time for learning, it may not 

facilitate additional learning of information. 

It was found that younger adults learned more information from 

programs presented at normal and at time-extended rates than older 

viewers. These findings are consistent with research ( Birren, 1974) on 

the relationship between aging and information processing abilities. That 

is, when afforded more than enough time to learn, the younger adults 
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through their faster mental processing speed ( faster-thinking) can 

rehearse and use learning strategies more efficiently than older adults. 

Another explanation may be that since these younger adults were currently 

students, their heightened learning skills facilitated their learning of 

the information presented in the television programs. 

The present study found that as the educational level of older 

viewers increased, the learning of the time-compressed news stories also 

increased. It appears that viewers with higher levels of education may 

more easily process the information presented at a faster pace than 

viewers with lower levels of education. This is consistent with past 

research ( e.g., Krull, Watt & Lichty, 1977) which has found that formal 

education is positively related to speed of mental information processing. 

It is possible that the high levels of education, particularly among the 

group older adults in the present study and who may have cognitive 

abilities closely matching those of younger adults, reduced the difference 

in learning between the two age groups. 

The design of the present study permitted the total learning to be 

analyzed through two different modes of learning: learning from the 

orally ( voice-over and narrative) presented information, and learning from 

the orally and visually presented information. 

Learninq of orally presented information. The findings regarding 

the learning of orally presented information are consistent with the 

analyses of total learning. Information that was orally presented, when 

time-compressed by 20%, was significantly learned less by viewers than 

when the pace was normal or time-extended. It is assumed that the 

increase in speed of the narration did not provide enough time for 

learning the oral information by both younger and older viewers, thereby 
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reducing the learning compared to the normal and time-extended rates. 

Under the latter two rates ( normal and time-extended), no significant 

difference in learning appeared to take place. One explanation for this 

finding is that the normally paced programs presented the oral information 

sufficiently slowly for learning to take place, with the additional time 

available in the time-extended pace not being necessary. There were 

some effects of age. The younger group learned more under normal and 

time-extended conditions than did the older group. Anyone or a 

combination of factors may account for this. One is that older viewers 

may have unknown or uncorrected hearing impairments which could lead to 

less learning of orally presented information than younger viewers. A 

second is that older adults may have diminished capabilities to sustain 

focused attention on too many stimuli ( Kausler, 1982). Consequently, it 

may be that the sound track of the narration was not sufficiently devoid 

of other distracting sounds or not adequately louder than the background 

sounds, thus interfering with the main information being orally presented 

(Zitter, 1990). A third reason is that the voice qualities may not have 

been sufficiently high ( e.g., distinct) for older viewers. There was no 

age effect under the time-compressed condition. 

Learning of orally and visually presented information There was no 

significant difference in learning between the time-extended and normal 

pace, nor was there a significant difference between the normal and time-

compressed pace. Only when analysing the two extreme conditions (time-

extended and time-compressed) that a significant difference in learning 

was revealed; i.e., more learning took place in the time-extended than in 

the time-compressed condition. This finding suggests that time-

compression interferes with learning and/or the normal pace does not 
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present information slowly enough to optimize viewers' potential for 

learning; only when the pace is slowed through time-extension do viewers 

appear to learn the most. Perhaps, the slower pace of time-extension more 

closely matches the information processing speed of viewers than either 

the normal or time-compressed paces. 

It was also found that younger adults learned more information than 

older adults when the programs were slowed from the normal pace to the 

time-extended pace. An explanation for this finding may be that when an 

optimal opportunity for learning is presented ( as in the time-extended 

condition), younger viewers without age-reduced competencies can maximize 

their learning; whereas, older viewers, even under an optimal learning 

condition ( i.e., time-extension) still reveal some information processing 

deficiencies. These findings are consistent with former research on aging 

(Weiss, 1959; Krull, Watt & Lichty, 1977; Phillips & Sternhal, 1977), 

which suggests that with age, speed of mental processing ability declines. 

Formal features  

A major focus of the present study was to explore and gain a better 

understanding of the impact of one aspect of program form on television 

viewers of different ages, the rate or visual pace of presentation. The 

theoretical model for investigating this was based on the framework of 

reactive theory, which assumes that visual attention to television is 

maintained, in part, by its structured formal features ( Singer, 1980; 

Winn, 1970; Lesser, 1977; Mander 1978). The present study attempted to 

confirm this aspect of the theory by demonstrating that visual pacing 

influences viewers' perceptions of formal features. To examine how 

pacing affects viewers' responses to pacing, 10 questions were developed 
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along 6 dimensions ( Table 16) to measure how their perceptions varied 

under the three pace conditions and between age groups. 

An examination of the overall pattern of results ( Table 16) suggests 

a different pattern of viewers' perceptions as contrasted with previous 

research ( e.g., McLachlan et al, 1978). The 20% time-compression of news 

stories resulted in 9 out of a possible 10 responses to formal features 

being significantly different from normally paced and time-extended 

programs ( see Table 16), indicating that time-compression of 20% is not 

subtle as McLachlan has proclaimed. On the other hand, 20% time-extension 

of the programs resulted in only 1 out of 10 significant differences from 

the normally paced programs. Thus, viewers considered this change in pace 

quite subtle. 

Previous researchers ( McLachlan, 1979; McLachlan & LaBarbera, 1978; 

McLachlan & Siegel, 1980) have found that time-compression of TV 

commercials by 25% was considered subtle. One explanation for the 

discrepancy between the present study and McLachlan's research may lie in 

the material being time-compressed ( news stories versus commercials, 

respectively). It may be the case that with longer news stories, the time 

alteration appears more perceptible to viewers through the longer duration 

of exposure. Another reason may be that the difference in content between 

commercials and news programs magnifies the perception of a faster pace; 

that is, TV commercials are entertaining and are meant to sell products or 

services to viewers; while TV news is less entertaining and designed to 

inform. Thus, the former is likely already somewhat faster paced than the 

latter. Consequently, time-compression may be more noticeable in the news 

stories than commercials. 
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The analyses of each formal feature question will now be presented, 

with each question being presented as it appeared in the questionnaire. 

The pictures appeared in a natural proqression. Both younger and 

older viewers perceived the time-compressed condition as being the least 

natural in its progression of visuals. This suggests that time-

compression created an impression that the pictures were not presented in 

a natural order. An explanation may be that a combination of viewers' 

visual information overload ( Yoakam & Cremer, 1989) and viewers' inability 

to process the information (Weiss, 1959; Krull, Watt & Lichty, 1977; 

Phillips & Sternhal, 1977) in an unnatural time-span ( relative to the 

normal rate) distorted the perceptions of the viewers. 

Viewers perceived the normal and the time-extended pace as being 

approximately equal in natural progression. It is likely that the 

subtlety of the time-extended programs prevented any differentiation 

between the time-extended and normally paced programs. 

The present study also found that viewers responded differently to 

the three pace conditions according to their age. Older viewers perceived 

the time-extended news stories as being more natural in progression than 

the two faster paced presentations ( normal and time-compressed). On the 

other hand, younger viewers perceived the normal rate as being more 

natural in progression than the time-extended programs. Somewhat 

different mental processing speeds between the two age groups may account 

for the difference in perception. That is, previous research (Weiss, 

1959; Krull, Watt & Lichty, 1977; Phillips & Sternhal, 1977) suggests that 

with age a gradual slowing of mental capacities occurs, which may 

influence older viewers' perception of naturalness. That is, with the 

slower mental processing abilities being matched by the slower paced 
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programs, the older viewers should perceive the time-extended pace as more 

natural. On the other hand, younger viewers whose mental processing 

speeds are faster should perceive the normal pace as being more natural, 

since it may more closely match their processing speeds. 

The pace or speed of pictures chanqed too rapidly for my taste; the 

pace or speed of pictures chanqed too slowly for my taste. These two 

questions were designed to counterbalance one another in assessing the 

same formal feature. An examination of the results revealed that viewers 

perceived the normal and time-extended programs equally fast or not being 

too rapid; whereas, the time-compressed programs were viewed as too rapid. 

Consistent with reactive theory, it appears that viewers were quite aware 

of and influenced by this formal feature. And since this assessment asked 

viewers to react according to how they felt, it is likely that viewers did 

not like or enjoy the faster paced programs, a finding consistent with the 

total enjoyability measure previousl discussed. It may be that viewers 

become frustrated with the faster paced news stories because they are 

unable to discern and learn from the time-compressed information. 

There were also age-related findings. Older viewers disagreed that 

the pace in the time-extended condition was too slow; in contrast, the 

younger viewers disagreed that the normal condition was too slow. An 

explanation of this difference may be due to the difference between the 

two groups' ability to process information quickly, consistent with 

previous research on aging ( e.g., Birren, 1974), which found that with 

increased age, a reduction in learning proficiency takes place. 

The picture chanqes ( edits) were so smooth I was unaware of these 

chanqes; the picture chanqes ( edits) were too abrupt for my comfort. 

Examining the overall trend in viewers' perceptions of smoothness and 
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abruptness of pace, the results indicated a lack of subtlety in viewers' 

perception of time-compression; this condition was perceived as being 

consistently different than the normally paced programs. Both the time-

extended and normally paced programs were perceived as smooth or lacking 

in abruptness of picture changes. The fact that picture changes in the 

time-compressed news stories were perceived as more abrupt and less smooth 

could be interpreted as less liked, thus, this finding is consistent with 

the total enjoyability measure. 

Younger adults were found to perceive the picture changes as being 

less smooth than older viewers in both normally paced and time-compressed 

programs. Research in sensory psychology has indicated that older people 

suffer a significant deterioration in the central neural processing system 

(Walsh, Williams, & Herzog, 1979; Posner & Mitchell, 1967; Kahneman, 1968; 

Turvey, 1973). It suggests that visual persistence of one image may 

interfere with the following one, leaving a visual trace superimposed upon 

the ensuing image, especially if the person is not optimally ready to 

process the input from the second stimulus ( Botwinick, 1982). Thus, in 

the present study, older viewers whose interval time is shortened to 

respond to a new stimulus ( edit), would likely experience more visual 

persistence than younger viewers, resulting in a neurally-slowed visual 

transition from image to image, thereby perceiving the cuts as less 

abrupt. However, in time-extended 

programs both age groups equally perceived the picture changes as being 

smooth. 

The pictures meaninqfully served to illustrate the content of the 

report. No significant findings emerged from this data. There appears to 

be no relationship between pacing and the meaning of pictures in terms of 
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their ability to illustrate. 

This news story was presented too quickly to absorb the content; 

this news story was presented too slowly to absorb the content. The 

findings related to these questions ( the measure of slowness and 

quickness) combined with the findings of total learning ( Table 16), 

reveals viewers'judgements on their opportunities to learn and how much 

they learned respectively. It was' found that the two measures were 

closely related; i.e., viewers perceived the time-compressed programs as 

the least likely to absorb program contents from, and they, in fact, did 

learn the least under time-compression than the other two paced programs. 

It was found that viewers, in general, perceived the time-extended 

pace as the least too slow to absorb content. But when asked if the 

programs were too quickly presented, the combined group perceived the 

time-extended and normal pace as being equally paced or reasonably 

presented to absorb content. The reason for this latter finding may be 

that viewers' preference for pace is developed for the pace at which news 

stories are normally presented; and since previous findings in this study 

suggest that time-extension may be considered only a subtle change, no 

difference between the normal and time extended pace may be apparent to 

the viewers. 

The age of the viewers was unrelated to their perception of the rate 

being too fast or slow for learning. The demographic composition of the 

older group may account for the lack of findings on age difference. That 

is, the older viewers were mostly well educated and involved in community 

activities; thus, they were likely physically and mentally active people 

without any significant decline in mental abilities relative to the 

younger viewers. In addition, the older group's average age was 59, 
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suggesting that this segment of older viewers was not yet old enough to 

reveal significant declines and slower mental processing abilities. 

It was found that younger viewers perceived a greater contrast among 

the three paces than the older viewers. This is consistent with previous 

research with older adults (Kausler, 1982) which suggests that older 

viewers may have diminished capabilities to sustain focused attention on 

too many stimuli; whereas, younger viewers have more focused attention and 

are thus able to better distinguish between the different paces. Another 

explanation is that older viewers may not perceive the picture edits as 

distinct as younger viewers. Previous research on sensory psychology 

suggests that one of the aging effects is a deterioration in the central 

neural processing system (Walsh, Williams, & Herzog, 1979; Posner & 

Mitchell, 1967; Kahneman, 1968; Turvey, 1973) and visual persistence 

(Botwinick, 1982), which suggests that with increased age, some visual 

persistence occurs, thus resulting in a less visible cuts between visuals 

(edits) for aging viewers. However, at another level, the perception of 

contrast among the three paces is inconsistent with previous research 

findings of subtlety in time-compression ( e.g., McLachlan et al., 1978) in 

that younger viewers did perceive the variation in pacing. One reason for 

the difference between the present findings and McLachlan's research may 

be that the materials being time-compressed were dissimilar ( news stories 

versus commercials, respectively). Another explanation may be that the 

longer exposure to time-compresssion in news stories produced a greater 

visual impact on viewers. 

The pictures were too busy or complex to be fully understood; some 

items should have been photoqraphed in bolder detail ( up closer). The 

inter-relationship between these two inquiries is integrated in the 
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overall principle of amount of picture information to be decoded by the 

viewer ( Krull, Watt & Lichty, 1977). Too much visual information in a 

picture ( busy or complex) is usually associated with the lack of closeness 

of detail; and conversely, when pictures are photographed in bolder detail 

(up closer), relevant visual information is heightened and irrelevant is 

lessened, thus the pictures are less complicated to understand. 

It was found that time-extended and normally paced programs were 

comparable in amounts of boldness and complexity. This likely indicates 

that the pictures were not too busy ( or too complex) and photographed with 

sufficient boldness to be fully understood in normally paced programs; and 

when pace was slowed ( time-extended), there could not be much of an 

increase in understandability. In contrast, the time-compressed programs 

were reported as significantly more complex and lacking in detail than the 

normally paced and time-extended programs. This is consistent with the 

research of Krull, et. al. ( 1977), which suggests that time-compression 

interferes with the complete understanding of the visuals presented; i.e., 

time-compression transforms normal pictures into complex pictures, thereby 

influencing viewers' perceptions. 

In summary, it was expected that the difference in mental processing 

speeds between the two age groups would have revealed a significant 

contrast in affective responses to these formal features. The findings 

did not support this expectation. This lack of effect supports earlier 

explanations related to the older group not having been sufficiently old 

to exhibit the assumed aging effects on perception and processing. 

The present research findings are consistent with reactive theory, 

which assumes that visual attention to television is maintained, in part, 

by its structured formal features ( Singer, 1980; Winn, 1970; Lesser, 1977; 
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Mander 1978). Accordingly, this study has found that the formal feature 

of pace influenced viewers' perceptions of news stories, thus suggesting 

an interrelationship within the framework of content and form. A change 

in one element of form may produce a change in the perception of content. 

In the present study, time-compression of programs was found to impede 

viewers' understanding of pictures and learning of content. Thus, formal 

features appear to influence perception, affect viewers' enjoyment of TV 

programs and have an impact on the learning of program content. 

Limitations of the present study 

The following is a discussion of some of the limitations and related 

issues regarding the present research. This study examined the effect of 

pace of TV news stories on viewers of different ages; however, in 

conducting this research, several issues arose which limit the study. 

They were ( 1) synthesizing the reactive and active theories, ( 2) the 

social-cultural context of the present study, ( 3) stimulus materials used 

to do formal feature research, ( 4) the lack of representativeness of the 

participants, and ( 5) the TV viewing setting. 

Reactive and active theories. In the development of the present 

study, the reactive theory was used to compose a questionnaire employing 

elements from approaches based on the production of television's formal 

features. That is, TV production theory and practice ( reactive) that form 

the basis of establishing pacing of TV news stories were incorporated 

(e.g., "the image is left on the screen long enough to make its point and 

cut at the moment the editor judges that it is made", Reisz & Millar, 

1972). The active theory was applied to gauge participants' affective 

responses to these formal features in the questionnaire ( e.g., "the pace 
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or speed of the picture changed too slowly for my taste"). Thus, the 

present research sought to utilize both active and reactive theories 

within the experiment. Nevertheless, no research to date appears to fully 

integrate and synthesize an approach which completely incorporates both 

theories. The present research is limited in this way. 

The social-cultural context. One of the limitations of the present 

study is the social-cultural context in which this research was conducted. 

That is, these findings are limited to mostly middle-class, educated white 

audiences who may have developed particular schemas for selecting TV 

experiences and the cognitive processing of television's formal features, 

especially at a rather sophisticated level. Therefore, the findings in 

this study may not produce similar results in different social-cultural 

contexts. 

Materials. In the development of the three paces, not only was the 

visual pace altered but also the oral presentation. Thus, it was 

impossible to isolate the separate effects ( if any) of visual pace from 

that of oral pace. This was due, in part, to technical limitations as 

well as the nature of the materials. On the other hand, the materials 

developed for this study are representative of what is broadcast on 

television. Nevertheless, it is not known whether the time-compression 

effects found in the present study are due to visual pace, oral pace, or 

both. 

The use of feature news stories may also be a limiting factor in 

this study. It is possible that if "hard" news stories ( e.g., stories 

about fires or floods) were used, there may have been somewhat different 

results. Feature news stories are usually longer and slower paced than 

most hard news stories; and as such, the time compression of the latter 
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may have exaggerated the faster rate, perhaps resulting in the normal and 

time-compressed programs having similar effects, whereas in the present 

study, the time-extended and normally paced programs appeared more 

similar. The decision to alter the materials by 20% compression and 20% 

extension was primarily based on previous research on TV commercials 

(McLachlan, et al, 1978), which are likely faster paced as are the hard 

news stories. In that research, using 25% time-compression, it was 

purported that time-compression was considered subtle by research 

participants; they also seemed to enjoy the time compression more than 

normal commercials. Thus, shorter news stories may have more closely 

replicated studies of time compression in advertising. 

Representativeness of sample. Another limitation was the 

representativeness of the groups in this study of their respective age 

groups. That is, the older and younger participants were likely not 

typical of their age groupings. Out of necessity, more than half of the 

older group was recruited from college faculty; the younger group was 

mostly composed of college students. Obtaining a more representative 

sample for each age group may have provided more significant and 

generalizable findings. 

TV viewinq settinq. The viewing environments employed in testing 

the two age groups may have had some influence on the present findings. 

An attempt was made to produce identical viewing settings; however, some 

small differences did occur. The conditions for testing the sub-groups of 

college students ( Sub-groups B, C, D and E, Figure 4) was done under 

completely controlled and identical conditions; i.e., the same room, TV 

screen, seating arrangements and light levels were used. Similarly, for 

the older group of college faculty and support staff, a different room yet 
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correspondingly controlled conditions were used for half of those 

subgroups ( sub-groups A, E and F, Figure 4). However, for the remaining 

two sub-groups of younger adults two home environments were used ( sub-

groups A and F, Figure 4). Thus, two different TV screens, as well as 

different lighting levels and seating arrangement had to be employed. The 

remaining three other older groups of participants ( subgroups B, C and D, 

Figure 4) were tested at senior centres, where conditions varied somewhat. 

Although a careful reconnoitre was done at each facility, these premises 

were used for many different simultaneous activities; and when testing the 

older participants of sub-group C, some extraneous noise from another room 

could be heard. Room light levels were closely duplicated to previous 

test sessions at the college setting, but the seating arrangements were 

somewhat different, as participants could not be seated as close as the 

ideal proposed viewing distance away from the TV screen. Sub-group B was 

tested under fairly similar conditions to the original college setting; 

however, different ambient noise leve]s, various lighting levels could not 

be avoided in this study due to a lack of control. These minor variations 

in viewing conditions may have had minor unintentional effects on viewers' 

perceptions, enjoyment and/or learning. 

Suqqestions for future research  

The results of the present study have indicated that the altering of 

TV programs by 20% was quite noticeable for younger and older TV viewers. 

It is not known whether awareness of time-alteration influences the 

enjoyment and learning of programs varying in pace. Future research is 

needed to determine if other rates of time-compression and time-extension 

(e.g., 5%, 10%, 15%, 25%) may influence how time-compression and time-
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extension may influence the enjoyment and learning of television presented 

materials. 

The present research should be expanded to include a wider age range 

of audience. In the present study, it was suggested that the ' young-old' 

TV viewers closely resembled the younger adults in their ability to 

process information. Future research should use older participants as 

well as younger participants; also samples more representative of the age 

groups should be selected. Similarly recruiting individuals whose level 

of education is more representative of the population may provide more 

generalizable results. Thus, more careful recruitment and selective 

scrutiny of participants may result in more pronounced pacing effects 

among the time-altered conditions. 

The present research used two-and-a-half minute feature news stories 

to assess the effects of time-compression and time-extension. Future 

research is needed using other types of information programming such as 

the shorter hard news stories and perhaps longer formats like news 

documentaries. These proposed studies and other research into the formal 

feature effects of pacing would likely provide a better understanding of 

the relationships between pacing of TV news and perception, enjoyment and 

learning in viewers. Investigations using other than information 

programming to manipulate formal feature research ( e.g., entertainment 

programming, sports) may also provide further evidence on the effects of 

time-compression and time-extension on viewers' responses. 

Only through additional formal feature research using a diverse 

inventory of television program types and the adoption of positive 

recommendations by the TV industry can programming be enhanced and TV 

viewing become more entertaining and informative. 
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Implications for the TV industry 

There are a number of implications for the TV and advertising 

industry that can be derived from the present study. These include issues 

involving audience segmentation, the enjoyability of news, the learning 

from news, and the use of formal features. 

Research has shown that, in the past, advertisers and the television 

industry in general have avoided segmentation of older audiences between 

54 and 65 years of age ( BBM, Fall 1986; A.C. Nielson, March, 1986, The 

Calciary Herald, 1993; Calgary Database Group, 1989); they have combined 

everyone over 54 into one homogeneous group of "old" people. The results 

of this study suggest that the ' young-old' TV viewers were not 

particularly different from younger viewers in their ability to process 

information. Therefore, the TV industry should reconsider chronological 

age as a way of audience segmentation. It suggests a shift in the 

industry's assumptions, particularly of the 'young-old,' with their high 

levels of discretionary savings, better health and mobility. 

The present study found that time-compression significantly reduced 

the enjoyability of feature news stories; furthermore, it suggests that 

even fast oral delivery by narrators may be perceived as less enjoyable. 

Additionally, this research has shown that time-compression reduced 

learning by younger as well as older viewers; whereas time-extension 

increased learning by younger viewers but did not do so for older viewers. 

Since the TV and advertising industries attempt to maximise TV 

viewing pleasure, these industries should be more sensitive to the viewing 

needs of all age segments of an aging population, especially with respect 

to the formal features of the news programs they watch. 

Research has shown that older viewers have a preference for news and 
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information programming ( Rubin & Rubin, 1982; Hasseiquest, 1992; Fouts, 

1989; Goodman, 1990). This study has attempted to provide further 

insights into the enjoyment of watching TV for audiences of information 

programming. For example, the present research found that older viewers 

perceived the slower-paced news stories as more natural, and that viewers 

of both age groups appeared to be quite sensitive to alterations in the 

pacing of TV programs. Time compression was also found to be 

disconcerting to viewers. These findings suggest that the TV industry 

should contemplate greater use of time-extension as a way of optimizing 

viewing pleasure for a greying population and reducing its use of time-

compression, especially in news programs. 

Research into human aging suggests chronological age as a limited 

measurement for mental and physical competencies ( Rubin and Rubin, 1982), 

yet the TV industry and TV advertisers appear to endorse this type of 

audience segmentation ( Bureau of Broadcast Measurement,1986; A.0 Nielson 

Company, 1986). The present study has found some differences between the 

two age groups, which suggests that greater segmentation of the TV 

audience and broadcasting to the various segments may ultimately deliver 

greater numbers in the viewing audience. For example, older well-educated 

viewers were able to sustain higher levels of learning of information from 

time-compressed programs than viewers with lower levels of education. 

This suggests that different types of programs for these two different 

audiences may serve viewers better and perhaps increase the number of 

viewers. This study also found that younger viewers learned more than 

older viewers when the programs were time-extended. Thus, if the TV 

industry wishes to inform younger viewers, program which are time-extended 

would seem to serve this segment of the population most appropriately. 
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Therefore, it appears that more audience segmentation associated with age 

would result in more audience satisfaction and consequently, provide more 

viewers for TV industry's programs and advertisers' products. 

Professionals, TV editors and producers involved in determining the 

pacing of TV news stories should be aware of viewers' apparent sensitivity 

to pacing. The findings of this study indicate that time-compression 

resulted in viewers perceiving the edits as being too abrupt, that the 

pictures changed too rapidly and that the pace interfered with their 

learning or being informed. Furthermore, time-compression resulted in 

viewers wanting more detail or bolder images; as well, the perception of 

smoothness of the edits decreased and the visuals were perceived as being 

presented too quickly to absorb. Time-compressed news stories were also 

considered as less natural in the progression of its visuals. Therefore, 

rather than basing the pacing of news stories on TV news editors' own 

personal judgement ( Reisz & Mlllar, 1972), they should use their highly 

refined sense of mental processing to develop programs which optimize the 

benefits of news stories for an informed and democratic society. 
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APPENDIX A 

TV news story program description 

"Working in the 90's: Friends of the Family" 

This feature news story was part of an ongoing series called 

"Working in the 90's". It told the story about a unique community program 

in Calgary that was based on the popular small town notion of bartering. 

The program coordinator explained that it provided a service for people 

with something to give in exchange for a skill or service they needed. 

It also featured two people who had taken advantage of this program. 

It showed how an elderly lady taught a young boy how to read music and 

play the piano, in exchange the boy was seen doing chores for the lady. 

They each spoke briefly on camera about the merits of the exchange. The 

reporter highlighted the main areas of the exchange and reinforced some of 

the other benefits of the program such as connecting people with similar 

interests and providing company for people who were lonely. All subjects 

in the story were shown in realistic settings, which appeared to provide 

a sense of authenticity. 
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APPENDIX B 

TV news story program description 

"Working in the 90's, SAlT II" 

This feature news story centred around a novel federal job creation 

program called Canadian Job Strategies. It showed how 20 female 

apprentice carpenters were taking courses at a technical institute to try 

to qualify them for ' journeyman' status. The reporter illustrated the 

visual paradox of seeing purses and carpenter's planes and also explained 

that for most of the women in the program, it meant the accomplishment of 

becoming a higher wage earner. 

The story's focused on one female participant who was a former 

geologist enrolled in the program. In an interview she explained that she 

was layed off and that she was looking for something completely different, 

thus setting the tone for a changing job market in the 1990's. In this 

story the women were shown in various typical carpenter's tasks using a 

variety of tools in nailing and sawing, it thus created the impression of 

realism. 
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APPENDIX C 

UNIVERSITY OF CALGARY 

COMMUNICATION STUDIES 112 

RESEARCH PROJECT 

CONSENT FORM 

Television news is one of the most compelling ways for people to obtain 
their information about their community, country and world. TV stations 
and networks constantly try to satisfy and improve viewers' enjoyment and 
understanding by providing a variety of news stories of local and regional 
interest as well by using different production techniques. 

The purposes of the present research are to provide feedback to TV 
journalists regarding ( a) how viewers respond to their news stories, and 
(b) which kinds of viewers like which kinds of news presentations. 

This is a voluntary project. You should feel free not to participate, to 
withdraw at any time, or to refuse to answer any particular question(s). 
Every measure has been taken to protect your anonymity as you will NOT 
enter your name, Student ID no., phone number, or any other personal 
unique identifier on the questionnaire. This project has been approved by 
the University of Calgary Research Ethics Committee. 

I, ( Please print)   understand the nature of the 
above study and wish to participate. I understand that I may withdraw at 
any time and for any reason without penalty. I also understand that the 
general results of the study will be made available in approximately two 
months. 

Your signature on this form indicates that you have understood to your 
satisfaction the information regarding your participation in the research 
project and agree to participate as a subject. In no way does this waive 
your legal rights nor release the investigators or involved institutions 
from their legal and professional responsibilities. If you have any 
questions concerning your participation in this project, please contact 
The University of Calgary Research Services ( 220-3782) and ask for the 
Chair of the Conjoint Areas Research Ethics Committee. 

SIGNATURE: DATE: 

Bert Leemburg ( 220-6357), Dr. G. Fouts ( 220-5561), 
Graduate Student, Professor, 
Communication Studies Program Department of Psychology 
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QUESTIONNAIRE 
PART I 

INSTRUCTIONS: 

Please use check marks ( 'I j to indicate your answers, or fill in the 
blanks. 

DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION 

GENDER:  MALE  FEMALE 

BIRTHDATE: 

EDUCATION: Indicate the highest level of education you have 
reached to date: 

Less than Grade XII High School 

High School Diploma 

Some College or University courses 

College or University Degree 

More than one degree 

Other, please specify: 

OCCUPATION: Check the category that best describes your current 
occupational status: 

University/College student 

Homemaker 

Professional, teacher, lawyer, doctor, manager, or businessperson 

Trades, maintenance, labourer, mechanic, machine operator 

Sales, clerical 

Unemployed 

  Retired 

Your occupation may not be listed here, please write in your 
occupation here: 

  Other, please specify: 
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1. HOW MANY TELEVISION SETS are presently in your home? 

  One 

Two 

Three 

More than three 

2. Estimate HOW MANY HOURS DAILY you watch TV. 

On EACH WEEKDAY (Monday - Friday):   hours. 

On EACH WEEKEND DAY: Saturdays:   hours. 

Sundays: hours. 

3. Do you presently subscribe to any TV Cable service? 

Yes  No, if "No", please skip questions 4, 5, 6, 7 
and go to question 8. 

4. Do you EVER watch CBC's Newsworld? 

  Yes  No, if "No", please skip questions 6 & 7 and 
go to question 8. 

5. Do you EVER watch CNN? 

Yes  No, if "No", please skip questions 6 & 7 and 
go to question 8. 

6. HOW MANY HOURS DAILY do you USUALLY watch News on Cable TV? 

hours each weekday. 

hours on Saturdays. 

hours on a Sundays. 

7. HOW MANY HOURS DAILY do you watch CEC's Newsworld? 

  never 

hours each weekday 

hours on Saturdays 

  hours on Sundays 
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8. HOW MUCH TIME IS SPENT watching news on television ( all news, 
including cable & non-cable)? 

hours each weekday 

hours each Saturday 

hours each Sunday 

9. WHEN do you usually watch the news ( you may check as may as many 
as apply to you): 

early in the morning 

midday 

at supper time 

late evening 

throughout the day 

other, please specify: 

10. WHICH TV CHANNELS do you watch your news on? ( you may check as 
many as apply to you): 

Channels 2 & 7, CFAC-TV 

Channels 4 & 5, CFCN-TV 

Channels 9 & 6, CBC-TV 

U.S. Channels 

Don't know the channel(s) 

Other, please specify: 
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PART II 

THIS IS A BRIEF PRACTICE QUESTIONNAIRE TO FAMILIARIZE YOU WITH THE FORMAT 
OF THE UPCOMING QUESTIONNAIRE. 

Have you ever seen this particular news story on television before? 

Yes No   Not sure/don't know 

PLEASE INDICATE HOW YOU FEEL ABOUT THE CONTENT OF THE NEWS STORY YOU JUST 
VIEWED: 

1. This news story was very EMOTIONALLY INVOLVING for me. 

Strongly Disagree Undecided 
Disagree 

[ J [ ) I  

Agree Strongly 
Agree 

[ ] 

2. This news story was very IMPORTANT to me. 

Strongly Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 

Disagree Agree 

( ] ( ] ( ) ( ] I  

3. This news story was very INFORMATIVE for me. 

Strongly Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

I] I] [ I I] I] 

PLEASE INDICATE HOW YOU FEEL ABOUT THE PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES IN THE NEWS 
STORY YOU JUST VIEWED. 

1. The picture changes ( edits) WERE SO SMOOTH that I was unaware of 
these changes. 

Strongly Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

I] I] I] I] I] 

2. The pace or speed of the pictures changed TOO SLOWLY for my taste. 

Strongly Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

( ] I] ( ] 
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3. The pictures MEANINGFULLY SERVED TO ILLUSTRATE the content of the news 
report. 

Strongly 
Disagree 

[ ] 

Disagree 

(I 

Undecided 

i: ] 

Agree Strongly 
Agree 

[1 1] 

BELOW ARE 3 MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS TO SEE HOW MUCH YOU REMEMBER FROM 
THE PROGRAM. PLEASE CIRCLE THE CORRECT ANSWER: 

1. What company did Doug Hislop work for before starting his new model 
airplane business. 

a. Imperial Esso 
b. Shell Canada 
c. Petro Can. 
iL Amoco 

2. What was the colour of the model airplane last seen in this news 
story? 

a. Yellow 
b. Green 
c. Blue 
d. Red 

3. What was the name of the new company that was started? 

a. Model Airplanes Inc. 
b. R.C. Hanger 
c. Calgary Model Airplanes 
d. The Calgary Hanger 
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(Students) 

Have you ever seen this particular news story on television before? 

Yes No  Not sure/don't know 

PLEASE INDICATE HOW YOU FEEL ABOUT THE CONTENT OF THE NEWS STORY YOU JUST 
VIEWED: 

1. This news story was very ENJOYABLE to me. 

Strongly Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

I  I  1 i [ ] [ ] 

2. This news story was very INFORMATIVE for me. 

Strongly Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

[ ] [ ] [ ] 13 I  

3. This news story was very IMPORTANT to me. 

Strongly Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

( ] I  1] ( ] I] 

4. This news story was very INTERESTING to me. 

Strongly Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

I] I] I] I] I] 

5. This news story was very EMOTIONALLY INVOLVING for me. 

Strongly Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

[ ] [ I 1 1. [ I I I 

6. This news story was very WORTHWHILE to me. 

Strongly Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

I  II I I I] [ I 
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7. This news story was very RELEVANT for me. 

Strongly Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

[I I] I] I  I  

8. This news story was very UNDERSTANDABLE to me. 

Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 

Agree 

I] I  

9. This news story was very MOTIVATING for me. 

Strongly 
Disagree 

I) 

Disagree 

[I I] 

Undecided Agree Strongly 
Agree 

I ] I] [ } I] 

10. This news story CREATED A NEW AWARENESS in me. 

Strongly 
Disagree 

I] 

Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 

Agree 

I] I ] I] I] 
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PLEASE INDICATE HOW YOU FEEL ABOUT THE PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES IN THE NEWS 
STORY YOU JUST VIEWED. 

1. The pictures appeared IN A NATURAL PROGRESSION. 

Strongly Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 

Disagree Agree 

[ ] I I I] I I I I 

2. The pace or speed of the pictures changed TOO SLOWLY for my taste. 

Strongly 
Disagree 

I I 

Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 

Agree 

[I I I I I I I 

3. The picture changes ( edits) WERE SO SMOOTH that I was unaware of 
these changes. 

Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 
Agree 

( I II I] I] 

4. This news story was presented TOO QUICKLY to absorb the content. 

Strongly 
Disagree 

[ I 

Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 
Agree 

I 1 I) I] I] 

5. The pictures MEANINGFULLY SERVED TO ILLUSTRATE the content of the 
report. 

Strongly 
Disagree 

I I 

Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 

Agree 

I] [ I I] I I 

6. The picture changes ( edits) were TOO ABRUPT for my comfort. 

Strongly Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

C] II I I I] I I 

7. The pace or speed of the pictures changed TOO RAPIDLY for my taste. 

Strongly 
Disagree 

I] 

Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 
Agree 

C] I  [ I I  
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8. The pictures WERE TOO BUSY OR COMPLEX to be fully understood. 

Strongly Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

[ ] I] I  I  I  

9. Some items should have been photographed in BOLDER detail (UP 
CLOSER). 

Strongly Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

I] I] I  I  I  

10. This news story was presented TOO SLOWLY to absorb the content. 

Strongly Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

I] I] I] [ J I  
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BELOW ARE 10 MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS TO SEE HOW MUCH YOU REMEMBER FROM 
THE PROGRAM. PLEASE CIRCLE THE CORRECT ANSWER: 

1. Where were the students studying? 

a. University of Calgary 
b. a local manufacturing company 
c. Alberta Vocational Centre 
d. SAlT 

2. What item was prominently displayed in the very first picture in 
the program? 

a. a saw 
b. a hammer 
c. a purse 
d. a plane 

3. What did many of the students call the tools before studying 
carpentry? 

a. what-cha-ma-call-its 
b. thing-a-ma-j igs 
c. doo-dads 
d. thing-a-ma-bobs 

4. What type of students were taking carpentry in this apprenticeship 
program? 

a. only women 
b. only women on unemployment insurance 
c. men and women 
d. women and high school graduates 

5. Which government program was paying these students to be in this 
program? 

a. Canada Manpower 
b. Canadian Job Strategies 
c. Department of Immigration 
d. Hire a Student 

6. The feature student ( from England) was wearing a white helmet and 
a grey sweater for the interview. What profession did she say she 
had before becoming a carpentry student? 

a. a sales clerk 
b. a homemaker 
c. a geologist 
d. a geophysicist 
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7. According to the program, what is the starting or entry level wage 
for a carpenter? 

a. $ 5- 7 per hour 
b. $ 8 - 10 per hour 
c. $ 12 - 14 per hour 
d. over $20 per hour 

8. After taking the course in carpentry, how long will they have to 
obtain practical experience before they start looking for regular 
employment? 

a. 6 months 
b. 1 year 
c. 4 weeks 
d. 1 month 

9. What percentage of students have already been successful in lining 
up employment? 

a. zero, none 
b. 10% 
C. 50% 
d. 25% 

10. What was the name of the TV Reporter? 

a. Barbara Higgens 
b. Linda Olson 
C. Sandra Janson 
d. Kelly Johnston 
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(Music) 

Have you ever seen this particular news story on television before? 

Yes No   Not sure/don't know 

PLEASE INDICATE HOW YOU FEEL ABOUT THE CONTENT OF THE NEWS STORY YOU JUST 
VIEWED: 

1. This news story was very ENJOYABLE to me. 

Strongly Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 

Disagree Agree 

2. This news story was very INFORMATIVE for me. 

Strongly Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

I ] I ] I ] I I I I 

3. This news story was very IMPORTANT to me. 

Strongly Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

I  I  I  I  I  

4. This news story was very INTERESTING to me. 

Strongly Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

I] I] I] I] I] 

5. This news story was very EMOTIONALLY INVOLVING for me. 

Strongly Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

I I I] I] [ I I I 

6. This news story was very WORTHWHILE to me. 

Strongly Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

I] I] I) I I I  
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7. This news story was very RELEVANT for me. 

Strongly Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

[ ] ( ] [ ] [ ] ( ] 

8. This news story was very UNDERSTANDABLE to me. 

Strongly Disagree Undecided 
Disagree 

( ] I  I  

9. This news story was very MOTIVATING for me. 

Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree 

I  1] 

Undecided 

Agree Strongly 
Agree 

I I [ I 

Agree Strongly 
Agree 

[ I i I 

10. This news story CREATED A NEW AWARENESS in me. 

Strongly 
Disagree 

I] 

Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 
Agree 

I] I] I] I] 
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PLEASE INDICATE HOW YOU FEEL ABOUT THE PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES IN THE NEWS 
STORY YOU JUST VIEWED. 

1. The pictures appeared IN A NATURAL PROGRESSION. 

Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 
Agree 

( ] ( ] I  ( ] 

2. The pace or speed of the pictures changed TOO SLOWLY for my taste. 

Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 
Agree 

I I I I ( I [ I 

3. The picture changes ( edits) WERE SO SMOOTH that I was unaware of 
these changes. 

Strongly Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

I] I] I  I  I  

4. This news story was presented TOO QUICKLY to absorb the content. 

Strongly 
Disagree 

I I 

Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 
Agree 

I] I I I) I  

S. The pictures MEANINGFULLY SERVED TO ILLUSTRATE the content of the 
report. 

Strongly 
Disagree 

(I 

Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 
Agree 

I I I  

6. The picture changes ( edits) were TOO ABRUPT for my comfort. 

Strongly Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

[I I] I  II I] 

7. The pace or speed of the pictures changed TOO RAPIDLY for my taste. 

Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree 

I] I  

Undecided Agree Strongly 
Agree 

I] II [ I 
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8. The pictures WERE TOO BUSY OR COMPLEX to be fully understood. 

Strongly Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

( ] [ ] ( ] [ ] [ ] 

9. Some items should have been photographed in BOLDER detail ( UP 
CLOSER). 

Strongly Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

[ ] I  I  I  I  

10. This news story was presented TOO SLOWLY to absorb the content. 

Strongly Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

( :i ( ] I) I] [ I 
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BELOW ARE 10 MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS TO SEE HOW MUCH YOU REMEMBER FROM 
THE PROGRAM. PLEASE CIRCLE THE CORRECT ANSWER: 

1. Who was shown playing the piano? 

a. the music teacher 
b. the music teacher and the student 
c. the student 
d. no one 

2. What financial arrangement did the piano teacher and the student 
have? 

a. He pays her $5 for each lesson 
b. She gives free lessons to under-privileged youngsters 
c. They do things free for each other 
d. She receives a fee from Social Services 

3. How often did the piano student take music lessons? 

a. twice a week 
b. twice a month 
c. once a week 
d. once a month 

4. What outside chore did the student say he was willing to do? 

a. shovel snow 
b. mow the lawn 
c. paint fence 
d. clean the garage 

5. How did the student and teacher find out about one another? 

a. through mutual acquaintances 
b. through "Friends of the Family Project" 
c. through newspaper advertisements 
d. through the school music program 

6. In what specific Calgary district did this program take place? 

a. Hawkwood 
b. Huntington Hills 
c. Marlborough 
ci. Rundle 

7. A value of the project coordinator featured in the story was, 

a. free enterprise 
b. being one's brother's keeper 
c. government should support the arts 
d. give a little, take a little 
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8. The reporter mentioned other opportunities for bartering. Which 
other specific one did he mention? 

a. "trading meals for chores" 
b. "baking and sewing for home repairs" 
c. "painting fences for accounting" 
d. "home repairs for meals" 

9. According to this report the idea of bartering was tied to? 

a. dealings " among friends" 
b. dealings " among family" 
c. dealings " in small towns" 
d. dealings " in other cities" 

10. What was the name of the TV repdrter? 

a. Gord Kelly 
b. Murray Dale 
c. Greg Paisley 
d. Tony Tighe 


